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OR GOD has said
only one thing:
only two do I know:
that to God alone
belongs power
and to you, Lord, love;
and that you repay
each man
according to his deeds.

— Psalm 61 [62]

Trade it for
nothing on Earth

I

am glad,

very glad, Jean is in a convent.

I was astonished at myself that I never

thought of a convent. And away down

deep in my heart I feel that if they madea
good, strong, unshakeable Catholic of her,
I shall not be in the least bit sorry. It is
doubtless the most peace-giving and restful
of all religions. If I had it, I would not trade
it for anything on earth. If I ever change my
religion I shall change to that.
— Mark Twain, quoted by Clara Clemens, My Father Mark
Twain, Harper Brothers, New York, 1931, p. 100.

A Litany to
the Holy Spirit

W

hen the tapers now burn blue,
And the comforters are few,
And that number more than true,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!
When the priest his last hath prayed,
And I nod to what is said,
‘Cause my speech is now decayed,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!
When (God knows) I’m tossed about,
Either with despair or doubt,
Yet before the glass be out,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!
When the Tempter me pursu’th
With the sins of all my youth,
And half damns me with untruth,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!
When the flames and hellish cries
Fright mine ears and fright mine eyes,
And all terrors me surprise,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!
When the judgment is revealed,
And that opened which was sealed,
When to thee I have appealed,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!
Robert Herrick, 1591-1674. An admirer of Ben Jonson, and
a lyric poet, Herrick is the author of the well-known lines,
‘Gather ye rosebuds while ye may/Old Time is still a-flying;/And
this same flower that smiles today, Tomorrow will be dying.’
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Editorial
Even in the eighties it was politically incorrect to suggest that print media, radio,
TV and movies – the info/entertainment industry – could have a sinister flip side.

A Cautionary Tale
By Paul Stenhouse, MSC
ver a hundred
years ago, George
Bernard Shaw
noted in the
preface to his
Th r e e P l a y s f o r
Puritans, that ‘since
man’s intellectual consciousness
of himself is derived from the
descriptions of him in books, a
persistent misrepresentation of
humanity in literature gets finally
accepted and acted upon.’
Speaking as a writer, Shaw
added that he ‘noticed that when
a certain type of feature appears in
painting and is admired as beautiful,
it presently becomes common in
nature’.
He went on to complain,
‘no editor, publisher or
manager will now accept a story
or produce a play without “love
interest” in it. Take for a recent
example Mr H. G. Wells’s War of
the Worlds, a tale of the invasion
of the earth by the inhabitants of
the planet Mars … Mr Wells had
to pretend that the hero is in love
with a young lady manufactured
for the purpose and to imply that
it is on her account alone that
he feels concerned about the
apparently inevitable destruction
of the human race by the
Martians.’1

Shaw’s lament about Life
reflecting Art was uttered in 1900,
but echoes of it were swirling
around me sometime in the eighties
of the last century as I listened to a
radio interview with a young, wellspoken, up-and-coming American
producer who was responsible for
a TV series that was popular at the
time with young Australian viewers.

She reacted forcefully when the
Australian interviewer asked if she
was pleased that her Art seemed
to appeal to Aussie youth because
it reflected Life faithfully. ‘No,’ she
said, ‘I’m not. My Art doesn’t reflect
Life anywhere. I want Life to reflect
my Art’.
Shaw might have sighed and
harumphed, but he would hardly
have been surprised.
Mind you, as long as what Life
is reflecting from Art is beauty,
harmony, goodness and other
positive qualities, no one could
possibly object. But the days when
beauty, harmony, integrity, goodness
and other positive qualities were
respected and valued seem,
regrettably, to have gone forever
– like cars with running boards,

Sydney trams, confidentiality,
transparency and butter at 6d a
pound.
I have no idea where our young
TV producer’s popular series fitted
into the spectrum of TV shows that
ranged then – in the eighties – and
still range, from A grade, through
endless grades of the dangerously
mediocre, to frightening Z grade.
However, as she was intent on
putting her artistic mark on ‘Life,’ I
fear that she would not have shared
my regret about the loss of beauty
and harmony.
The golden age of musicals,
westerns and ‘wholesome’ movies
designed for family viewing, with
the occasional pseudo-historical
blockbuster, and drama featuring
respectable actors, with no coarse

Julius Who … ?

A

bout two years ago while I was teaching a college class in
Western civilization, I asked my students if they had heard of Julius
Caesar. Only three of my thirty students answered that they had; and
none admitted to having read an historical narrative before having been
forced to take my course. … Everyone in my high-school classes, and
this includes those who never thought of going on to college, knew
about ancient and medieval history. They were required to read Sir
Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe and several of Shakespeare’s historical plays.
These sons and daughters of immigrant factory workers in blue-collar
Bridgeport were also made to think that it was their civilization they
were learning about. Furthermore, when I studied Greek history in the
ninth grade, my teacher Miss Maguire (I’ve no idea what her first name
was) scolded me for not having identified enthusiastically enough with
the Greeks when they were fighting the Persians. The students I now
encounter in my nonage, with all due respect to Samuel Huntington,
represent the ‘West’ not at all. They are merely consumers who occupy
the space of what used to be the Western world, and they fall over
themselves trying to repudiate the ‘sexist, racist, anti-Semitic, and
homophobic’ culture that preceded them.
— Paul Gottfried, Encounters: My life with Nixon, Marcuse and other Friends and Teachers,
ISI Books, Wilmington Delaware, 2009.
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language or explicit sex scenes,
clung precariously to the top of the
ratings until the latter part of the
sixties.
Sentimental and
idealistic
they may have been, but they
didn’t plunge little children into a
so-called ‘adult world’ of cynicism,
exploitation, pornography, violence
and sexual immorality that is the
daily fare of too many youngsters
these days who are glued to
computers, android phones, tablets
and ipads. Having given them the
computers, and activated their
amazing electronic know-how,
the government then tells the
parents they have to supervise their
children’s use of them. How?
Even in the eighties – which is
when I think I heard the interview –
it was politically incorrect to suggest
that print media, radio and TV and
movies – the info/entertainment
industry – could have a sinister flip
side.
In the mad sixties – high on
anti-Vietnam War demonstrations,
drugs and sexual and all manner of
other new-found social freedoms
– you would not get a hearing. In
fact, you would be told that Art
and the artist were only faithfully
reflecting Life – in which children
just happened to be divorcing their
parents, universities and schools
just happened to be chaotic, and all
social taboos just happened to have
been jettisoned.
Last month Annals [3/2014]
carried a review by Christopher
Menzhuber of Grand Theft Auto V,
a computer ‘game’ that is popular
with youngsters as well as ‘adults’.
In his description of the new game,
the author of our review, who is
Director of Faith Formation at Holy
Spirit Catholic Church in St Paul,
Minnesota, wrote:
A player, through his graphic
avatar,
can
participate
in
objectionable activities such as
theft, fornication, pornography,
and murder within this fantasy
world into which he is immersed
— and for many the experience
becomes something of a virtual
thrill ride. For this reason, GTA-V
has been described by many fans

in terms such as ‘narcotically fun.’
… In the online version of the
game, GTA-V becomes a virtualreality environment in which a
player’s character interacts not
only with resident characters
programmed by the game’s
designers, but also with characters
created and controlled by other
online users — in other words, a
virtual world populated by virtual
characters who are controlled
by real people. A player can use
his avatar to fight, rob, or kill
the avatars of other players or
collaborate with them in such
activities, almost as though he
is indulging in evil pleasures
vicariously through his GTA
character.

The last decades of the 20 th
century were filled with reassuring
clichés
from psychiatrists and
psychologists allaying parents,’
teachers’ and secular and religious
leaders’ fears that media reporting,

A Visit to the Country

I

have no illusions on the subject of the country. The uneven, ankle
twisting roads; the dusty hedges; the groups of children torturing
something; the dull, toil-broken, prematurely old agricultural labourer;
the savage tramp; the manure heaps with their terrible odour; the chain
of mile stones from inn to inn, from cemetery to cemetery: all these I
pass heavily by until a distant telegraph pole or signal post tells me that
the blessed rescuing train is at hand. From the village street into the
railway station is a leap across five centuries from the brutalizing torpor
of Nature’s tyranny over Man into the order and alertness of Man’s
organized dominion over Nature.
— George Bernard Shaw, on his visit to the home of the Salt family at Tilford, in the Pall Mall
Gazette, 28 April 1888.

describing or filming extreme
violence and explicit nudity and sex
scenes would break down traditional
Christian moral safeguards within
the community.
The in-game choices in Grand
Theft Auto-V which basically are
“all bad” often lead to some scenes,
Christopher Menzhuber warns

COMPILED BY PAUL STENHOUSE MSC PHD
Illustrated by Hal English and Kevin Drumm
Handy Pocket size • 288 pages of reading pleasure
$10 per copy [includes GST] • Add $2 for postage
within Australia • Multiple copies will be invoiced
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or Christmas gift
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Fax: 02-9662-1910. Email: chevalierpress@gmail.com

parents, in which the player is given
a choice as to how to torture another
person but not whether to torture
them. This is Abu Ghraib come to
your sitting room or ‘play’ room.
Brad J. Bushman, Professor of
Communications and Psychology at
Ohio State University has a similar
take on the ‘game’ which went on
sale for Christmas 2013:
If sales figures are any
indication, what most teens really
want is the game Grand Theft
Auto V. Teens may be dreaming
of GTA, but it should be giving
their parents nightmares. GTA V
is rated M, ‘for mature players
17 and older,’ and is rated 18+
elsewhere in the world. What do
people love so much about this
game? In the GTA universe, players
choose different missions and
earn points by destroying parked
vehicles, stealing cars, dealing
drugs and killing pedestrians and
police officers. Characters can
regain health by paying to have
sex with a prostitute, and can
kill the prostitute afterwards to
get their money. Happy holidays,
everyone! Some people see
criticism of video game violence
as the work of prudish killjoys
who want to trample their First
Amendment rights and censor the
work of video game artists. But I
approach the subject as a scientific
researcher who has studied these
games for 25 years. From that
perspective, I have real concerns
about letting teens play games like
GTA.2

Some may maintain that GTA
is a one-off, and is over-the-top,
and that it is unfair to see it as
Annals Australasia 5 june 2014

representative of the way modern
electronic wizardry depicts –
and modifies – Life. Parents and
grandparents, concerned teachers
and priests and religious who have
to deal with a plethora of social ills,
including family breakdown, and
youth suicide, will surely be the best
judges of that.
Returning to the young TV
producer in the 1980s. Her protest
that she didn’t want her Art to
reflect Life, but Life to reflect her
Art, at least provided an answer to a
question asked by the third-century
bc Grammarian, Aristophanes of
Byzantium.
Aristophanes was keeper of the
famous library of Alexandria in
Egypt during the reign of Ptolemy
III Euergetes bc 246-222. He
wondered whether the plays of
Menander the comic poet of Athens
– who drowned himself in 293 bc
because his rival Philemon was
attracting greater crowds than he to
the theatre – copied Life, or whether
Life was copying Menander.
Aristophanes was not a man to
be taken lightly. Once, when he
was appointed judge at a poetical
competition held before Ptolemy,
he disqualified all the would-be
poets but one on the grounds of
plagiarism. When called upon by the
king to prove his point, he hurried
back to the library and relying only
on his memory produced an armful
of papyrus rolls that justified his
disqualifying the plagiarists.3
With apologies to George Bernard
Shaw, I should like to rephrase his
wise comment back in 1900 to read
something like this:
‘since
man’s
intellectual
consciousness of himself is
derived from the descriptions
of him in books, movies, the
internet, and on Facebook,
Twitter and other social media,
a persistent misrepresentation of
humanity in these omnipresent
and addictive media finally gets
accepted and acted upon.’

1.
2.
3.

First published in 1901.
‘Don’t Buy your Kid Grand Theft Auto V for
Christmas,’ Huffington Post TECH, December 13, 2013.
Lionel Casson, Libraries in the Ancient World, Yale
University Press, 2001, p.38.
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If it began, it will end

S

T. CYPRIAN of Carthage, towards AD 250, answering the charge
that Christians were the source of the Roman Empire’s misfortunes,
attributed these to natural causes: ‘You must know that the world has
grown old, and does not remain in its former vigour. It bears witness to
its own decline. The rainfall and the sun’s warmth are both diminishing;
the metals are nearly exhausted; the husbandman is failing in the fields,
the sailor on the seas, the soldier in camp, honesty in the market,
justice in the courts, concord in friendships, skill in the arts, discipline in
morals. This is the sentence passed on the world, that everything which
had a beginning should perish.’
— Ad Demetrium 3 [abridged].
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Divine Mercy Sunday 2014
Crowds, flags, singing and joy in the streets of Rome

AN EXALTATION OF SAINTS
Canonization of Popes John XXIII and John-Paul II
By Wanda Skowronska
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Hungarians, Czechs, Ugandans,
Dutch,
Germans,
Nigerians,
Koreans, Japanese, Chinese and
Poles already there – all clearly
prepared for a night under the stars
with their sleeping bags, fold-up
stools and food.
As the night was young and I
pondered my fate I walked into
a nearby church – San Giovanni
Battista dei Fiorentini — and
joined a prayer
vigil (similar vigils
were going on in
churches all over
Italy). At least one
could sit down.
When the church
was locked around
midnight I ended
up on the streets
again.
I
struck
up
conversation with
a
lady
named
Marcellin
from
Cameroon who very
colourfully attired,
with pictures of
JPII sewn into her
dress. It was 1 a.m.
on
canonization
day and Marcellin
and I chatted until
she and her friends
got up and began a
rousing rhythmical
African song and
dance
which
I
joined with more
good will than
competence.
The Carabinieri,
various other police
Photo: Wanda Skowronska

OW d i d I e n d well as I travelled in to meet her the
up
s l e e p i n g afternoon before the canonization,
o n t h e s t r e e t s until I was stopped by Italian
o f R o m e a n d Carabinieri who simply blocked
dancing with a the streets and thus ended any
group of pilgrims possibility of getting to the church.
So there I was, on the streets
from Cameroon
into the Via della Conciliazione? of Rome, with a mobile phone
I could never have imagined that wouldn’t work, with no buses
it. All I wanted was to attend or taxis operating and night was
the canonization Mass for former falling. There were Italians, French,
popes John Paul II
and John XXIII. It
b e came clear on
the day before the
canonization that
ever increasing
waves of people
from all parts of
the world were
heading towards the
Vatican. It would be
increasingly difficult
for ordinary pilgrims
like myself to get
anywhere near the
canonization Mass
without being there
well in advance.
Some
pilgrims
opted to watch from
screens set up at
some distance from
the Vatican. As it
turned out, I had
planned to meet
a Polish pilgrim,
Marzena, at a church
near St Peter’s where
pilgrims could spend
the night and from
which we would
enter the Piazza San
Images of Pope John Paul II and John XXXIII
were displayed around the Piazza and elsewhere in Rome
Pietro. All was going

and pilgrims were enlivened by it
and were clapping enthusiastically
though puzzled at this non-African
interloper dancing and singing with
them. In this way I made it, conga
style, to the Via Pio X near the main
street leading up to Saint Peter’s –
the Via della Conciliazione – where
the atmosphere was festive indeed.
Around 2 a.m. the Italian
police just gave up trying to keep
the crowds out of the Via della
Conciliazione and a tidal wave
of human bodies surged forward
into the long street leading to the
Vatican. I lost my friends in the
mêlée but found a place on a stone
bench near the obelisk and decided
to sit there for the rest of the night
and try to catch a little sleep.
Conversation flowed freely as the
hours went by. People shared food,
dozens of Polish Felician sisters in
habits prayed most of the night.
Many said rosaries and several
young boys waved Polish and
Vatican flags with delight before
falling asleep.

A Ugandan pilgrim who was in
Rome with ninety friends sat near
me under the obelisk. When I asked
why he was here – he said ‘Because
we love John Paul II’ he answered
adding, ‘he came to Uganda and
canonised our martyrs’. He thought
it well worth waiting all night to be
at the canonization Mass.
A man from Gdansk was choked
with emotion telling me John
Paul II was a great saint. The
day before I had heard similar
comments from Australians when
I asked people why they came
– sisters Mary and Frances Zore
from Sydney said ‘We love JPII –
we grew up with him’. Fr Jerzy
Kolodziej from Mona Vale said ‘I
thank God and thank JPII for my
priestly vocation’. Maria Whittaker
from Lidcombe in Sydney had
said ‘JPII is like a family member’
and ‘I want to find out more about
John XXIII’ Anthony Coyte from
Perth, a graduate of the John
Paul II Institute in Melbourne
said ‘He was a great pope,’ and Jo
Annals Australasia 9 june 2014

Hayes, a young radio journalist
from Queensland said, ‘He was so
significant in our lives – he helped
us understand who we are, our
human dignity’.
Many had come with Harvest
pilgrimage groups who had worked
tirelessly to transport the many
pilgrims from Australia to Rome —
no mean feat — given logistics that
would have challenged General
MacArthur himself.
In the crowd were groups
in full national costume. I saw
Albanians, Italians, Czechs, Chinese,
Spaniards, Koreans and various
South American groups waving
flags of all kinds. And yes, there was
a Rabbitos flag atop an Australian
flag being waved with great gusto
by Michael Spies from Botany in
Sydney. Michael was supported
by Vincent Murphy and William
Manukia, students from Notre Dame
University and the Rabbitos flag
was captured by satellite cameras at
one point and flashed around the
world.

Photo: Massimo Sestini/Italian National Police

The Piazza San Pietro was a temporary home to many of the pilgrims who managed to access it on the eve of the Canonization.
They stayed the night, praying, singing and some even sleeping.

Photo: Paul Stenhouse, MSC
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Cheers started erupting around
St Peter’s Square around 6 am for
any and every reason, spontaneous
clapping, singing and waving of
flags from every nation on earth.
The joy was rising to fever pitch.
St Peter’s Square was adorned
with yellow and white flowers and
with large portraits of the two great
witnesses to Christ – John Paul II
and John XXIII – hanging from the
façade of St Peter’s Basilica.
When the canonization Mass
started and the litany of the saints
was intoned, nearly two million
people responded ‘Ora pro nobis’.
At that moment it looked as if the
Apocalyptic Millennium had started
and all the nations had come to
Mount Zion to praise God. Not only
were millions present in St Peter’s
but millions were watching from
around the world and countless
saints in heaven and guardians
angels were looking on. A deep,
swelling roar of happiness echoed
for a long time after the beati
were declared santi; and the Mass
continued.

Photo: Wanda Skowronska

Facing page: Some of the pilgrims who could not enter
the Piazza San Pietro for the Mass found their way
to the Piazza Navona where TV screens were erected.
Right: Young Polish pilgrims in the Via della
Conciliazione, holding their Polish and Vatican flags.
Below: ‘If God created shadows it was to emphasise
the light.’ – Pope John XXIII

At Communion time, priests
on motor bikes festooned with
yellow and white Vatican coloured
umbrellas carried the hosts
consecrated by Pope Francis and
the hundreds of concelebrants,
to various points around Rome –
among others, the Piazza Navona,
the smallest circus in Rome where
St Agnes was martyred under
Diocletian on January 21, 304, the
Piazza del Popolo and the Piazza
San Giovanni, among the largest
Piazzas in Rome – where people
had watched the Mass on big
screens.
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Can you imagine the Eucharist
on motor bikes? This must be one
of the few times Jesus was given
a police escort as He was taken
through the streets of Rome to
those waiting to receive Him. When
the Mass ended somehow the world
seemed different, suffused with
spiritual light and joy, in the midst
of the moral darkness pervading
our lives in the twenty first century,
as doves flew around the Vatican
cupolas and helicopters flew above
filming it all.
By then I was really exhausted.
But what did the Italians do
on this occasion when millions
needed transport to go home? They
cancelled all buses and taxis. There
were literally millions on the streets
facing the stark fact that they had to
walk home whether near or far from
their hotels or pensiones. The Rome
police were out in force to ensure all
walked in an orderly way. They blew
whistles often in a shrill, imperious
way – one suspects out of sheer
nerves rather than for any particular
reason. They also took photos of
colourful groups of pilgrims on
iphones and showed them to each
other with evident pleasure as weary
people plodded by.
It is Italy. Even cardinals, bishops
and priests had to do long treks.
A very few VIP cars sped by but
for the rest of us it was pavements
and cobblestones. Gelato kiosks
did a roaring trade. I stopped for
something to eat, and continued all
the way home. By that stage my legs
were aching all over. I saw tourist
horses and sulkies on my long walk
home — I wished I had ordered one
– somehow they had escaped the
transport ban. If you are ever stuck
in a transport blackout in Rome,
remember to order a horse and
sulky.
While the spectacular events
surrounding the canonization live on
in memory, the reason for it all goes
back to the souls of these two saints.
John XXIII as a poor young boy
in Bergamo decided to serve God
through the priesthood and, as his
autobiography (Journal of a Soul)
shows, was very strict with himself

Another view of the pilgrims in the Via della Conciliazione,
close to where the Polish boys were waiting for the mass to start

in his growth in sanctity. He was
an extraordinary diplomat and
peacemaker before he ever called
for Vatican II – in countries hostile
to Catholicism – and beloved by
those who knew him.
Mary Ann Glendon said of Pope
John Paul II that he ‘triggered the
revolution of consciousness that
led to the collapse of European
communism, prepared the Catholic
Church to meet the challenges
of the 21st century, and touched
the lives of hundreds of millions
of women and men’. 1 For all these
achievements, John Paul II had
observed, ‘They try to understand
me from without. But I can only
be understood from within’. And
what indicated this ‘within’ quality?
It was undoubtedly his continual
conversation with God, his spiritual
seeking, his inner fire, his genuine
response to the call to serve, his
understanding of love. It was his
prayer while fleeing the Nazis,
prayer while facing Communists,
prayer while travelling, prayer
before relics and in rapt awe at
Mass. And as attested by those who
knew him – praying spread out on
the floor with arms outstretched
like a cross pleading for those who
suffered.
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That ‘within’ quality revealed
itself in quiet acceptance of his
own suffering in all its forms as a
living icon of Christ. ‘In the years
of collaboration with him’, said
Emeritus Pope Benedict XVI on
opening John Paul II’s cause, ‘it
became ever more clear to me
that John Paul II was a saint’,
adding ‘he supported me with
incomprehensible fidelity and
kindness’.2 Like Moses, both saints
responded wholeheartedly to God,
showing this in identifying with the
poor and the voiceless.
In the end, behind the pomp and
the spectacle of the canonization,
remain two souls who loved Jesus
above all — who can only be
understood from within — and who
reminded us that while the world
keeps turning, the lessons of love
and the cross remain constant and
eternal.
WANDA SKOWRONSKA is a registered psychologist who works as a counsellor in inner city schools
in Sydney. She has recently been awarded a PhD
in Psychology/Theology at Melbourne’s JohnPaul II Institute. She has done voluntary work
for the Catholic pro-life organisation Family Life
International, and is a regular contributor to Annals.
1.
2.

http://www.ewtn.com/library/Media/BIOJP2.HTM
http://www.zenit.org/en/articles/benedict-xvi-paystribute-to-blessed-john-paul-ii-in-new-interview

7th Century Islam

under scrutiny

Muslims should go in front of Sudan’s embassies around the world and say,
‘We are opposed to this.’ If they do not do that, it is quite reasonable to expect
Westerners, Africans, and the entire world to say that ‘Islam is a religion of violence.’

DEATH SENTENCE FOR ‘APOSTASY’
FOR SUDANESE CHRISTIAN
WOMAN SEVEN MONTHS PREGNANT
By Samir Khalil Samir
H E C R U E LT Y
and
human
rights violations
embodied in
M e r i a m Ye h y a
Ibrahim Ishag’s
story
and
conviction lead me to a number of
considerations.
First of all, she was born to
a Muslim father and a Christian
mother. She was, for all intents
and purposes, according to Islam, a
Muslim. In such cases, the father, not
the offspring, always decides. Yet,
this is a violation of basic human
rights and children’s rights. We must
protest against this practice as it is
applied across the Islamic world
without an utterance of protest.
When a Christian father chooses
to become Muslim, all his children
become Muslim and are taken away
from their Christian mother and
given to the father’s Muslim side.
This happens in dozens of cases
each year in Egypt. The father is
Muslim, so the whole family must
be Muslim. Such a principle is
unacceptable.
Secondly, her father left the
family, the young woman was a
Christian. Her mother is Christian,
and she got married to a Christian.
A Muslim woman has no right to
marry a non-Muslim. She must
always choose a Muslim husband
or a husband willing to become one
before marriage.

This problem exists in Europe
as well. All Muslim women living
in Europe have to force their
husbands to become a Muslim;

Muhammad
and
Apostasy

M

UHAMMAD had instructed
his commanders when
they entered Mecca only to
fight those who resisted them,
except for a small number who
were to be killed. Among these
was Abdullah bin Sa‘d who
had been a Muslim and then
he apostatized. ‘Uthman bin
‘Affan hid him until the situation
in Mecca improved. ‘Uthman
took him to Muhammad, and
asked that he might be granted
immunity. They allege that the
apostle remained silent for
a long time till finally he said
‘yes’. When ‘Uthman had left
he said to his companions
who were sitting around him, ‘I
kept silent so that one of you
might get up and strike off his
head!’ One of the Ansar said,
‘Then why didn’t you give me
a sign, O apostle of God ?’ He
answered that a prophet does
not kill by pointing.
— See Ibn Ishaq’s Life of Muhammad,
trans. A. Guillaume, Oxford University
Press, 15th Impression, 2001, p.550.
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otherwise, they cannot marry or are
not allowed to marry because they
cannot get the green light from
their embassies.
The fact is that a woman from
a Muslim country, in Italy for
example, must obtain a single
status certificate to marry. To do
so, she has to write to her embassy,
which rarely replies. When she
goes to the embassy, she says: ‘I
need this document’. The embassy
usually replies: ‘Bring your future
husband’s conversion certificate.’
All this is crazy, and Europe does
nothing to solve this problem. This
is a second offence to human rights.
Thirdly, there is the Islamic legal
perspective on apostasy. AsiaNews
has dealt with it extensively.
Changing one’s religion is a human
right, protected under Article 18
of the Charter of Human Rights,
which guarantees that everyone has
the right to change or renounce
religion. However, in Islamic
countries, this is impossible.
Every year, many people are
killed by their family, if not by the
State, for doing so. When people
leave Islam, and say so publicly,
they must be killed. Often, the only
solution for them is to live like
Muslims, experiencing their change
only in their heart. This is what
many do. That, however, becomes
impossible if the person marries a
Christian, just as Meriam did.
Fourthly, there is the fact of the

death penalty as a punishment for
apostasy. Why the death penalty?
For what crime? This is the most
offensive aspect of the whole thing
from a moral point of view! I can
understand that within a certain
religious tradition leaving one’s
faith, i.e. apostasy, may be seen as a
sin but that, in and of itself, is not a
crime. That someone may be given
the heaviest penalty and be put to
death is unacceptable.
In Sudan’s case, there is finally
an aspect of unqualified cruelty:
delaying the death penalty until the
victim gives birth to the child she
has in her womb. It is as if the court
is saying: We will kill you but we
want your baby! It is unspeakably
cruel for the mother and the child’s
future. Sooner or later, he will find
out how his mother died, killed
after giving birth.
All five of these elements are
unacceptable.
There is a broader problem here.
As cruel as they may be, the kind of
violence and death that Meriam can
expect are gaining ground in the
Muslim world. We see it in Syria,
Egypt, Mali, Nigeria and elsewhere.
Many say that Islam has nothing
to do with violence, that Islam
means tolerance. That is untrue.
Islam opposes certain forms of
violence but accepts others. A
certain kind of reawakening among
radical movements, spurred by
‘weakness in the Islamic world,’ is
usually blamed for this bloodthirsty
reaction.
Many Muslims are conscious
that Islam is being rejected
all over the world. They see
Islamophobia everywhere. And
they often say, ‘We need to go
back to the sources.’ Yet, it is
exactly those revivalist movements
that show the violence of early
Islam. Understandably, the latter
belonged to the Bedouin world of
the 7th century, but it would be a
mistake to believe that in the 21st
century, ‘If we want to find the
essential source of our religion, of
our thinking, of our culture, we
must materially recreate the desert
of the 7th century.’

Islamic Law
and Jihad

T

HE LOGIC of Islamic law, however, does not recognize the
permanent existence of any other polity outside Islam. In time, in
the Muslim view, all mankind will accept Islam or submit to Islamic
rule. In the meantime, it is a religious duty of Muslims to struggle until
this end is accomplished. The name given by the Muslim jurists to this
struggle is jihad, an Arabic word meaning effort or striving. One who
performs this duty is called mujahid. The word occurs several times
in the Qur’an in the sense of making war against the unbelievers. In
the early centuries of Islamic expansion, this was its normal meaning.
Between the House of Islam and the House of War there was,
according to the shari‘a, the Holy Law as formulated by the classical
jurists, a state of war religiously and legally obligatory, which could
end only with the conversion or subjugation of all mankind. A treaty of
peace between the Muslim state and a non-Muslim state was thus in
theory juridically impossible. The war, which would end only with the
universal triumph of Islam, could not be terminated; it could only be
interrupted for reasons of necessity or of expediency by a truce. Such
a truce, according to the jurists, could only be provisional. It should not
exceed ten years and could, at any time, be repudiated unilaterally by
the Muslims who, however, were obliged by Muslim law to give the
other side due notice before resuming hostilities.
— The Muslim Discovery of Europe, Bernard Lewis, W.W.Norton & Company,
New York, 1982, p.61

Here in Lebanon I hear a lot of
people say: ‘There are two Islams:
a Bedouin Islam, that of the desert
(the Arab desert I mean), and the
ordinary Islam. We do not want the
Bedouin Islam, we want the Islam
of the city’.
A serious problem haunts the
Islamic world, which we might
described as ‘theological’. How can
we interpret what is in the tradition,
that is the Qur’an, the Hadith, and
the Sunna? Can we continue to
claim that the true Islam is that of
the Medina period (622-632), that
is Muhammad’s warrior period?
Is that the ideal? Or can we say
that that way of life was an initial
phase, quite normal for Bedouins,
and typical of the pre-Islamic era.
And that it is being maintained for
cultural reasons? If this theological
issue is not settled, then Islam will
stand against the whole world and
against itself because most Muslims
do not want this kind of Islam.
Unfortunately, the voice that
theologians,
revolutionaries,
warriors and politicians hear is that
of violence. Muslims who oppose
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violence lack the courage to protest,
or the opportunity to do so.
It pains me to see all those
Muslims who complain about
Islamophobia in Europe do nothing
when it comes to protesting against
the type of violence visited upon
Meriam. Yet, that is what they ought
to do. Muslims should go in front
of Sudan’s embassies around the
world and say, ‘We are opposed
to this.’ If they do not do that,
it is quite reasonable to expect
Westerners, Africans, and the entire
world to say that ‘Islam is a religion
of violence.’
If Muslims want to save Islam’s
honour, and I hope they do,
they must have the courage to
go against radical and intolerant
interpretations of Islam. Only then
can they say that ‘Islam is a religion
of tolerance and peace.’
FATHER SAMIR KHALIL SAMIR, an Egyptian
Jesuit, is professor of Islamic studies and of the
history of Arab culture at the Université SaintJoseph in Beirut and at the Pontifical Oriental
Institute in Rome; he is the founder of the Centre
de Recherche Arabes Chrétiennes and president of
the International Association for Christian Arabic
Studies. Source: AsiaNews

Book Review

Suffering and its aftermath
By Susan Reibel Moore

n 19 91, when Annette
Young was teaching junior
se condary English and
History at the Tangara
School for Girls in
Cherrybrook, we first
met. She is a musician, an
artist, a wordsmith, loving wife of
Francis, and mother of four boys.
I’d no idea that she would write
a memorable Australian work of
fiction. Yet if there has been a more
brilliant novel produced on this soil
I haven’t read it. .
Published
in
2012
but
infrequently reviewed, A Distant
Prospect traces the lives of four
teenage Catholic girls who play
music together in the late 1920s.
We meet their families, friends,
teachers, and other mentors, whom
we come to know as well as we
know ourselves.
The two main characters, Lucy
Straughan and her father, have
come to Sydney from Galway after
the tragic death of Lucy’s mother,
shot by a British soldier. Since
Annette Young’s understanding
of Irish history is as intimate as
her knowledge of the human
soul, we are told everything we
need to know, sometimes from a
perspective immortalised by Yeats’
poetry, about their suffering and its
aftermath
Remarkably, as many online
reviews disclose, readers without
an intimate knowledge of music
have been engrossed by everything
dramatised over almost 500 pages
by Annette Young’s quartet. In
Chapter 50 there is a discussion of
Haydn and Borodin that impressed
me mightily (as did the sport most
discussed in the book, cricket).
Despite being trained by two
concert pianists in childhood,

A Distant Prospect, By Annette
Young, Paperback (494 pp),
Large Print Hardcover (610 pp),
Kindle and Kobo ; available
from the author’s website: www.
adistantprospect.com.
and by several teachers in the
Conservatory at Oberlin Liberal
Arts College Ohio, I did not know
much that this novel introduced,
and I have now read it twice. But
what made me laugh, cry, and
express wonder most powerfully
was its depiction of familial
devotion and loving friendship—
of course warts and all. It does
not flinch at premature death or
anything else, and its depiction
of romantic love is faithful to the
realities known to most of us.
A glossary of all of the Irish
expressions in the book is available

at the author’s website, www.
adistantprospect.com.
These
expressions make perfect sense
in context, but it will be good to
be able to double check quickly
the meaning of every previously
unfamiliar word and phrase. The
author has caught typical inflections
and grammatical errors (e.g. ‘them’
used incorrectly!) common in
ordinary parlance. Her dialogue is
riveting, as are her descriptions of
different parts of Sydney, Ireland,
and parts of Europe. .
Of the literary features that most
impressed me, I can’t help naming
the following: musical forays
thrust into the story; references to
brilliant early 20th Century musicians
bringing to mind Daniel Barenboim
and his late wife, the extraordinary
cellist Jacqueline Du Pre; allusions to
celebrated early literature, including
poems and plays by Shakespeare
and poetry by Shelley, Wordsworth,
and Coleridge; echoes of Gilbert
and Sullivan; and farcical events
reminiscent of Fawlty Towers.
On the escapades of Lucy’s
best friend, Della Sotheby, Della’s
fashionable and scatty mother and
her brother Wally, and the quartet’s
rebellious pianist/violinist Phoebe
Raye, the author is so inventive that
I wanted the book to be at least
another 200 pages long.
As in all successful fiction, the
plot is full of surprises even as it
meanders along with such apparent
ease. What’s best, however, is the
voice behind the narrative: kind,
generous, satirical, wise beyond its
years.
Dr Susan Moore is a widely published writer on
world literature for adults and children, religious
thought, Education, film, and the history of ideas.
Her book for World Youth Day 2008, The Living
Word, was reviewed in Annals.
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Honouring God
Religion, the ‘binding of man to God,’ says St Thomas, flows from several sources.
Because God is a being of infinite excellence and worth, man owes Him reverence;
because God is his creator and the source of all that he possesses, man owes him service;
and because God is man’s last end, man owes him love.

Paying Homage to God
By Jude P. Dougherty
oncern for
the poor is not
an identifying
mark of religion,
media accounts
notwithstanding.
Within the West,
secular agencies and anti-Christian
governments alike profess to be
concerned for the poor, often for
motivations suspect.
Religion has to do primarily with
worship and with the things that
pertain to worship. Concern for
the poor did not build the great
cathedrals and monastic edifices
of Europe, but love of God did, as
communities placed their wealth
and art at the service of homage.
Given that religion is often
equated with August Comte’s
godless ‘religion of humanity,’ a few
observations may be in order.
Religion
is
God-directed
insofar as it is the payment of
an acknowledged debt, and as
such it is a species of justice. St.
Thomas in discussing religion
treats it as a moral virtue and in
so doing he is following the lead
of Cicero, Seneca, and Macrobius
upon whom he draws. The
formal acknowledgment of any
indebtedness, says Thomas, whether
it be to parents, nation or God, is
an act of piety.
Thomas’
most
extended
treatment of worship is found in
the Summa Theologiae where he
examines the moral and ceremonial
precepts of the old law.1
In other passages, he discusses
religion from an etymological

point of view. In both the Summa
Theologiae and the Summa Contra
Gentiles he looks to the origin of the
term itself.
St. Augustine, he says, found the
origin of the word religio in the
verb re- eligere (to re-elect), Cicero
in the verb re-legit (to ponder over,
to read again), and Lactantius in the
verb re-ligare (to bind back).
Thomas discusses all three views
without dismissing any, although in
a number of passages he seems to
favour the last, which more directly
connotes the bond which he takes
to be the heart of religion.2
That binding of man to God, says
Thomas, flows from several sources.

Tell it on the
Mountain

T

HIS GIFT of speech
which you have granted
to me can have no greater
reward than to serve you by
preaching you and showing
you for what you are, as
Father, Father indeed of the
Only-begotten Son, and this,
whether to an age ignorant
of you, or to heretics who
deny you.
— St Hilary of Poitiers [315-367 AD] from
his treatise De Trinitate 1, 37-38. He
was a staunch defender of the Catholic
Faith as defined by the Council of Nicea
against the Arians, and was exiled for
four years in the East for his fidelity.
He encouraged [the future St] Martin of
Tours [born in Hungary in 316, and died
in France in 397] to promote monastic
life in the region.
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Because God is a being of infinite
excellence and worth, man owes
Him reverence; because God is his
creator and the source of all that he
possesses, man owes him service;
and because God is man’s last end,
man owes him love.
In still other passages Thomas
distinguishes among the common
usages of the word ‘religion,’ noting
that the term may designate a moral
virtue, a social institution, or a state
of life.
In the De Veritate, Thomas
addresses the presuppositions of
religion by offering an analysis
of the act of faith on which it is
based. Belief, he holds, is a rational
act residing in the judgment act
of the intellect, not in simple
apprehension. We believe or
disbelieve true or false statements.
What is known and accepted
on faith is rational insofar as it
complements or perfects what is
known through experience and
reason. Thus it may be said that
between a natural world view and
that provided by faith there is a
continuum.
Belief is definitely not the
satisfaction of a psychological need,
nor does it involve a dramatic shift
in perspective, as if a darkened
intellect suddenly comes to light.
A natural knowledge of nature and
human nature opens the way for the
truths of revelation which reinforce
and supplement reason. Thus it was
understood by the Fathers of the
Church.
Justin Martyr , a Greek who
flourished in the mid decades of

the second century after Christ,
brought to his analysis and defence
of the faith a knowledge of Plato,
Aristotle, Pythagoras and the Stoics.
Philosophy, he taught, leads to
Christianity as its fulfilment. Pagan
philosophy, he maintained, is not to
be feared, for it is consistent with
biblical teaching.
Marius Victorinus, Boethius and
Augustine in the third and fourth
centuries followed in his footsteps.
Clement of Alexandria was
similarly
convinced
that
a
knowledge of Greek philosophy was
essential for an understanding and
defence of the faith. Jewish law and
Greek philosophy, he held, are the
two rivers from whose confluence
Christianity sprung forth.
Clearly the faith as taught by
these Fathers was more than a
preaching of the Gospels. Their
teaching was equally grounded
in the Acts of the Apostles, in
the Epistles, and in the natural
intelligence by which one seeks to
understand the teachings of Christ
and their implications.
The New Testament presents
not only the life of Jesus but the
response and reaction of those who
experienced his life.
There are consequences to
the acceptance of the Gospels
wherein Christ reveals the nature
of the Godhead itself and presents
Himself as ‘The Way, the Truth and
the Life.’
The definition, conservation
and development of those truths
becomes an important function of
the religious body itself.
There naturally arises an order
of teachers who by virtue of their
wisdom and uprightness become
educators, even when their primary
function may be the direction of
worship.
Equally important as the
development of doctrine is the
development of appropriate ritual.
Doctrine will develop through
dialectic.
The fortunes of doctrine, the
province of theologians, will rise
and fall with the state of learning
of the time. Theologians develop

New Birth, New Life

T

HE KINGDOM of life has come and the empire of death has been
destroyed. A new form of birth has arrived and with it another
life, another way of living, a change has come over our nature. What
manner of birth is this ? It is not of blood, nor of the will of man, nor of
the will of the flesh, but of God. How can this be ? Listen and I shall
explain it briefly, This child is conceived by faith and comes to light
through the rebirth of baptism. The Church nurses her and suckles her
with doctrines and precepts to live by; her food is the bread of heaven.
Heavenly citizenship is the perfection she grows to, her marriage is her
familiarity with wisdom, her children are hope, her home the kingdom, her
inheritance and wealth are the delights of paradise, and her end is not
death but that blessed and eternal life prepared for those who are worthy.
This is the day the Lord has made – a day far other than those made
at the creation of the world which are measured by the passage of time.
This day is the beginning of another creation, for on this day God made
a new heaven and a new earth as the prophet says. What heaven ? The
firmament of the faith we have in Christ. What earth? The good heart
which is like earth, that drinks the rain that descends on it and brings
forth varied fruit.
In this creation the sun is a pure life; the stars are virtues: the air is
candid behaviour; the sea is the depth and the riches of wisdom and
knowledge. Grass and seeds are the divine teaching and sound doctrine
which are picked and eaten by the people of the pasture, that is by God’s
flock. The trees bearing fruit are the observance of the commandments.
- St Gregory of Nyssa, 335-395 AD, Homily 1, On the Resurrection. See The Roman Breviary, the
Second Reading at Matins for Monday of the fifth week of Eastertide.

languages and methodologies
which can be plural in number
while remaining faithful to the
deposit of faith.
A theology, or the language
of theologians, like any learned
discourse, may be subject to
semantic and logical analysis in the
interest of clarity and precision.
The perfection of liturgical
language is similarly an ongoing
enterprise. Rituals may vary within
both the Roman and Byzantine
rites. Often it is the creative
artist who best or dramatically
exemplifies what is meant by the
creed.
Poets are capable of expressing
truths that even theologians have
difficulty articulating. Ancient
Hebrews, wary of the pictorial
metaphor, may have forbidden the
representation of Yahweh in graven
images, but they were inevitably
defeated by human nature and the
nature of human language.
No legislation could prevent the
making of verbal pictures, for in the
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words of T.S. Eliot, ‘I have got to
use words when I talk to you.’
From a sociological point of view,
a fact that cannot be ignored is
that religious practice presupposes
virtue in the individual as well as
morality in the people who worship
as a community.
A communal expression of
faith through worship cannot take
place without a common and,
one might say, a common sense
acknowledgment of an obligation to
honour God.
From Biblical times the Church
has recognized that duty, not only
by constructing suitable places
of worship, but in following the
mandate of Christ to care for the
sick, homeless, orphaned, and
widowed.
Professor Jude Dougherty is Dean Emeritus of the
Philosophy Faculty, Catholic University of America,
Editor, The Review of Metaphysics, and General
Editor, Series Studies in Philosophy and the History
of Philosophy, Washington, D.C. He is a regular
contributor to Annals.
1.
2.

Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 100 ff.
ibid. II-II, q.81, art.1.

The Heart

of the

Matter

What some bankers have basically done in recent times to the world economy
has effectively wrecked the lives of millions of conscientious people who have
never erred in their financial dealings. Sadly banks are almost as generally
distrusted now in Europe as are many of our politicians.

A SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT BRITAIN
By Giles Auty
re you familiar
with the famous
British magazine
Country Life?
Such copies of
that excellent
country journal
which I have managed to buy
in Australia seem always to be
a bit out of date yet the core of
the dream that magazine peddles
remains essentially unchanging.
Informed articles
on subjects such
as
haymaking,
wild birds, country
crafts and working
dogs aside, much
of the attraction
the
magazine
provides lies in the
glossy advertising
it
carries
for
idyllic
country
properties. These
may be located
almost anywhere
in the British Isles
— or occasionally,
at least, in exotic
locations overseas.
I intend no
sacrilege by saying
that large numbers
of such properties
offer an illusion,
at least, of some
kind of secular
heaven. Ancient
manor houses and
elegant
former
rectories set in
handsome gardens
and
grounds

CO Thou, who changest not,

hange and decay in all
around I see;

abide with me.

-—Henry Francis Lyte 1793-1847

vie with ultra-modern cliff-top
residences or model farms and
highland estates. More modest
properties do exist admittedly yet
what we gaze upon more often than

Window on Penzance, 1975
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not in the pages of the magazine
remain unattainable dreams for
most of us despite the vicarious
pleasures of looking.
In days when I bought the
publication regularly however I
began to notice a curious fact. This
was how much the volume of the
property advertising itself varied if
not from month to month then at
least from season to season.
Indeed it puzzled
me considerably why
that should be so.
Yet the answer was
basically very simple.
Apparently
the
volume of advertising
peaks just before
the nation’s bankers
receive their vast
seasonal bonuses.
Rock musicians
aside, such fiscal folk
now seem almost
the only ones who
can afford the cream
of Britain’s rural
retreats as these
trickle slowly onto
the market in all their
magnificence.
A
Pop celebrity, for
example, has lived
for many years now
in an ancient priory
in Kent which once
looked out upon a
delightful
cricket
ground where my
father and I both
played at different
times in our sporting
careers.

In total contrast, a friend still
lives on a large English estate
where members of his ancient
Catholic family — the Welds — have
been resident for more than 500
years. To the best of my belief he
remains a thoroughly respected
and well-liked landowner who
even rebuilt the family castle which
burned down in the 1920s.
Britain, however, is generally a
very different country today from
the one I left when I came to work
in Australia twenty years ago. In
some ways it has become totally
unrecognizable, in fact, due largely
to the global financial crisis but also
to spiralling national debt.
Country life in Britain has always
been a matter of complex historic
customs and subtly interwoven
social webs which are not always
grasped fully by newcomers yet the
priceless essential fabric continues
somehow to endure.
Not only have the attitudes and
often the general competence of
those who govern Britain changed
radically but so has the collective
soul of the general populace due,
in large part, to the recent global
recession.
Do not the world’s bankers bear
an onerous responsibility for this?
In fact a very general malaise
exists today among most mature
and aware citizens even though
many might not find it easy to
describe their symptoms precisely.
For my own part I felt much
more
generally
the
CCC AD_170
x 70confident
5/11/04 in 11:31
world around me even during the

NEW
pulpit/lectern
microphone
for any
voice – even
‘whisperers’

The Road
Downhill

O

UR civilization developed
as a Catholic civilization.
It developed and matured
as a Catholic thing. With the
loss of the Faith it will slip
back not only into Paganism,
but into barbarism with the
accompaniments of Paganism,
and especially the institution
of slavery. It will find gods to
worship, but they will be evil
gods as were those of the
older savage Paganism before
it began its advance towards
Catholicism. The road downhill
is the same as the road up the
hill. It is the same road, but to
go down back into the marshes
again is a very different thing
from coming up from the
marshes into pure air.
— Hilaire Belloc: ‘The New Paganism,’ in
Essays of a Catholic Layman in England,
London, Sheed & Ward, 1933, p 13.

twin decades from 1960 to 1980
when I was still trying, not very
successfully, to make a living as a
full-time artist. Yet I had the great
privilege in those days of living
in the beautiful and inexpensive
surroundings of West Cornwall. In
fact, the tall thin terraced house
I bought in 1972 next door to the
Catholic church in Penzance cost
me only the equivalent of eighteen
months even of my very limited
AM Page 1
earnings.

I sense that no such housing
bargains exist anywhere in Britain
today.
Penzance in those days was
a busy and prosperous market
town which boasted a successful
and large-scale deep-sea fishing
industry from the adjacent port
of Newlyn — which also somehow
supported a well-known artists’
colony from the late 19th century
onwards.
Today much of the
former look of prosperity has
unfortunately vanished along with
most of the fishing industry too —
owing, in large part, I understand to
the meddlings of EU regulations.
The effects of the aftermath
of the Global Financial Crisis in
much of Britain are also particularly
visible in other country towns I
once knew well but which often
look now close to dying on their
feet. In suburban and metropolitan
areas, however, the effects are
rather less visible — in the South
East of Britain at least.
Today far too many Britons
subsist very largely on debt to
the extent that prices of new cars
are hard to find in the advertising
put out by their manufacturers
who now simply quote figures for
monthly repayments instead.
Indeed all who lived what
were once regarded as financially
prudent lives are now generally
disadvantaged by a variety of
factors such as an almost total
lack of interest available on their
savings, rapidly creeping inflation,
devaluation of money because the
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British government continues to
print it — a predatory phenomenon
known
officially,
somewhat
euphemistically, as ‘quantitative
easing’.
The entire financial nature
of life in Britain, whether in the
idyllic countryside or not, has by
now become increasingly morally
dishonest at its heart — as also
has that of much of contemporary
Europe.
Significantly, perhaps, what
are known generally today as
‘reflationary Keynesian measures’
have their origins in the economic
theories of prominent pre-war
Bloomsbury socialite John Maynard
Keynes who described himself
willingly as ‘an immoralist’.
Indeed, in a confession made to
the Memoir Club in 1938, Keynes
described himself and at least
some of Bloomsbury’s other former
idols thus: “We were, that is to
say, in the strict sense of the term,
immoralists. The consequences of
being found out had, of course, to
be considered for what they were
worth. But we recognised no moral
obligation on us, no inner sanction,
to conform or obey. Before heaven
we claimed to be our own judge

in our own case... It resulted in a
general, widespread, though partly
covert, suspicion affecting ourselves,
our motives and our behaviour. It
has deeply coloured the course
of our lives in relation to the
outside world. It is, I now think, a
justifiable suspicion”.
Ultimately, or so I believe,
Keynes saw the error of his
ways and came to respect the
extraordinary achievements of his
predecessors in the ordering of
British life and in the elaborate
framework they devised to protect
this order.
What some bankers have
basically done in recent times to
the world economy has effectively
wrecked the lives of millions of
conscientious people who have
never erred themselves in their
financial dealings. Sadly banks
are almost as generally distrusted
now in Europe as are many of our
politicians.
But are the suspicions so many of
us hold still generally justified?
Forty years ago I very luckily
made the modest amount of money
I needed to convert the attic of my
former house in Penzance into a
working studio. I achieved this via

Scripture is not a
judge in Controversy

A

S SCRIPTURE was not intended for any such purpose, so the
nature of it, though most excellent, is not decisive: like gold, [which]
though [it is] the most excellent of all metals: yet we cannot make
instruments that will cut, out of it.

What Scripture is there to confute the Arians? Or to decide that
controversy, namely whether a spiritual and indivisible Essence
such as God is, may have a natural son? Or, if there were, how
would you decide the matter so clearly as to allay the fury of any
heat, without an Authority so acknowledged by both parties as that
necessarily it must be yielded unto by either, when it shall declare
itself for one, and say: ‘this is the meaning of that place of Scripture,
and not that’? What Scripture shall satisfy the Trinitarians and
Sabellians, how the same indivisible thing could be three persons?
What Scripture shall satisfy the Nestorians and the Eutycheans how
one person could subsist in two natures? What Scripture have you
for the Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father and the Son?
For the Father’s being unbegotten? the Son’s [being] consubstantial
with the Father? What Scripture have you for the Scripture itself? Or
that this book of Scripture should be canonical, and not that?
- Excerpt from a rare book by exiled Catholic Englishman Thomas Bailey, An ende to
Controversie, published in Douai, 1654, pp. 124 ff.
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a transaction I made on the stock
market.
Today, however, even such mild
gambles as mine are loaded so
heavily against individuals rather
than institutions that it would
generally take a very intrepid
investor indeed to achieve even
such a minor result as mine. In
fact, major investment banks now
employ computerised robots to
outwit and outpace the rest of us in
our stockmarket dealings.
If recent memories of such
divisive concepts as sub-prime
mortgages and derivatives continue
to disturb your rest at night then
clearly you are not ready yet for
that of HFT — High Frequency
Trading.
My current favourite rural
village in England — in terms of
its lovely buildings, surroundings,
pub, church and general ambience
— is the little-known village of
Lodsworth in Sussex which is
about an hour’s drive from where
I presently live. The wonderful
illustrator E.H.Shepard spent the
last twenty years of his life living
there — in deserved comfort I
hope — on the basis of the royalties
he accrued from the memorable
drawings he made for such
children’s classics as Winnie the
Pooh and Wind in the Willows.
For me no one person or place
represents more perfectly what
British rural village life was once
about.
Thankfully mere money did
not mean everything in those
days.
Although it remains
unseen, a morality attaches
itself to transactions made with
money. Greed may surround itself
with the trappings of affluence
yet, in the long run, ushers in the
destruction of the necessary and
complex structure of civilisation
itself.
G i le s A uty was born in the UK and trained
privately as a painter. He worked professionally
as an artist for 20 years. Publication of his The Art
of Self Deception swung his career towards criticism. He was art critic for The Spectator from 1984
to 1995. He continues to devote himself to his
original love — painting. He is a regular contributor
to Annals.

Science

under the microscope

It is critically important for us all to understand,
the difference between climate opinion and climate science.

Science, miracles and
global warming
By Paul Compton
hat is one
to make of
the arguments
on climate
change? Views
on climate
change seem to
have split along conservative versus
progressive lines. The progressives
make passionate claims about
a crisis e.g. Kevin Rudd called it
‘the greatest
moral challenge
of our time,’ while
conservatives seem
to be increasingly
sceptical about
whether humaninduced climate
change
is
occurring and
tend to see it as
just one issue
in the economic
landscape. In his
lecture to the UK
Global Warming
Policy Foundation
in November 2013,
John Howard said:
‘I have always
b een something
of an agnostic on
global warming .’
There
are
two interwoven
debates
here.
Any
debate
about
practical
climate
policies
is
necessarily
political and likely

to be split along the progressiveconservative divide. But is the
question of whether humaninduced climate change is actually
occurring also a progressive versus
conservative issue: should it be a
political choice to be climate change
denier, agnostic or believer?
The best way to start to look at
this question is probably by looking
at the nature of science and the
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nature of certainty in science in
general.
Firstly, science doesn’t prove
hypotheses; it confirms or disproves
hypotheses. If I have an hypothesis
that the secretion of some
hormone is controlled via a certain
biochemical pathway, a typical
experiment would be to administer
a drug that is known to block this
pathway. If the hormone is still
secreted
then
my
hypothesis
is wrong, I have
disproved it (or
the
hypothesis
about how the
blocking
drug
works is wrong).
On the other hand
if the hormone
level
drops,
which is what
my
hypothesis
predicted, then I
have confirmed
the
hypothesis
— but I haven’t
actually proved
it; there may still
be some other
explanation.
We experience
the same type of
reasoning every
time the doctor
tells us not to
worry: we only
have a twentyfour hour virus.
The doctor hasn’t
proved we have a

twenty-four hour virus, rather from
his examination he has discounted
other causes of our symptoms that
he considers might be possible in the
context.
This type of reasoning is also
how the Church considers miracles.
In the first step of the canonization
process, a (medical) miracle must
be a complete, instantaneous and
on-going cure for which there is
no known scientific explanation.
This isn’t a proof that God has
acted, but rather a statement
that there is no other reasonable
explanation. A panel of doctors
investigates whether there is any
possible medical explanation; but it
is important to note that they don’t
investigate every possible crackpot
explanation;
they
investigate
‘reasonable’ mechanisms; that is
mechanisms understood by and
known to the medical profession.
This process is remarkably similar
to how science works. When you
submit a scientific paper to a journal
it will be reviewed by a number of
researchers (usually three) who will

do a critical analysis of your paper,
pointing to evidence that appears
contrary to your hypothesis that you
may have overlooked, possible errors
in the data interpretation, or possible
problems in the collection of data or
experimental methods.
Your paper doesn’t get published,
unless in the view of your scientific
peers your results and hypotheses
are not only ‘reasonable’ but cannot
be rejected or refuted from what is
already known. Every now and again
some bottom-feeder journals briefly
appear, that will publish anything,
but in general, this is a really tough
process.
Like other computer science
researchers I tend to publish mainly
through full-length conference
papers. In my area of artificial
intelligence research the local
Australian conference has a rejection
rate of 60%-70%, while some of the
prestigious international conferences
have rejection rates of about 90%.
That is, a paper has to pass very
tough scrutiny to get published. Of
course reviewers can make mistakes

The Rapacious Sheriff
of Cambridge

T

here is one celebrated case involving Picot, the infamous sheriff
of Cambridge. When a king’s thegn [thane] called Ulfkell seized the
manor of Isleham Priory from the Bishop of Rochester at the instigation
of Picot himself, the sheriff bullied the shire court into finding against
the bishop in the subsequent court case. The bishop took his grievance
to Odo of Bayeux (his local lord as well as the regent of England), who
settled the matter by getting six of the court members to swear on oath
that they had made the decision freely. However, one of them accused
the others of perjury, and the case was taken to London. There in front
of an assembly of ‘most of the better barons of all England’ they were
found guilty and fined £300. The bishop of Rochester got his land back,
and Picot got off scot free.

It has to be said that Picot was a particularly nasty example of
his kind: he was characterised as: ‘A hungry lion, a ravening wolf,
a cunning fox, a dirty pig and an impudent dog’ by the Abbot of
Ely, with whom he had more than one run-in. Many sheriffs under
William must have been good and fair men, but we don’t hear about
them because they don’t make good television programmes. We are
told about the corrupt new men, like Picot and Robert d’Oilly, who
have come up from obscurity and are making the most of their new
and highly unusual position while they can. Nevertheless, rapacious
sheriffs were not uncommon.
— The Conquest and its Aftermath, Dr Mike Ibeji, BBC, British History in Depth, 2009.
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and good work might not be
published, but what is published in a
high-quality venue with its thorough
reviewing is almost certainly of high
quality.
It is critically important in
understanding how science works
that although one can publish a
theory totally at odds with the
conventional wisdom, this will
only be accepted for publication
if the methods and type of data
confirming the theory and disproving
the alternatives are accepted
as legitimate by the scientific
community.
It is exactly the same as how
the Church considers miracles; an
individual might fervently believe
that a miracle has occurred, but the
Church will not even be interested
unless there has been a rigorous
analysis unable to find any normal
scientific explanation.
In fact only about 70 out of 7,000
Lourdes cures have been accepted
as miraculous. The Church is rightly
more concerned that the accepted
miracles stand up to robust scrutiny,
than accepting every claim.
We now come to climate science.
The basic idea is very simple. The
sun warms the earth, and this heat
is radiated back into space. If there
wasn’t any atmosphere the earth
would be a pretty cold place as
most of the heat would be radiated
back, but fortunately the earth’s
atmosphere traps some of the heat
giving us a climate in which life
survives and prospers.
Carbon dioxide is particularly
effective, and probably essential, in
trapping sufficient heat to keep us
alive. This is why carbon dioxide is
called a greenhouse gas – it works
like a greenhouse around the earth.
With more and more people on the
planet and more and more fossil fuel
being burned, there is more and
more carbon dioxide going into the
atmosphere, and hence we would
expect more of it to be trapped.
All this is pretty clear and obvious;
the critical question is whether the
increases in carbon dioxide will drive
temperatures to dangerously high
levels.

It is very clear that the vast
majority (about 97%) of the
thousands of climate scientists
believe that the best theory we
have is that our world is warming
due to human-produced carbon
dioxide, and that if we do nothing
to greatly reduce this, the planet will
experience runaway global warming
with catastrophic consequences for
all life.
This scientific consensus is quite
clear, but what seems to happen
in the public debate is that the
consensus amongst climate scientists
is considered to be no more than
their opinion while climate change
deniers like Monckton, Plimer and
others equally have their opinion. Of
course anyone can have their own
opinion, but it is critically important
for us all to understand the
difference between climate opinion
and climate science.
Plimer as a geologist has a
number of papers in geology which
are cited by other geologists, but
nothing at all in the climate science
literature, as far as I can tell. His
well-known book is totally un-cited
by climate scientists, because it
does not engage with the data and
methods of that community.
Monckton does seem to have one
or two climate-science papers, but
they are virtually un-cited by climate
scientists, whereas the scientists they
disagree with have thousands of
citations by other scientists. This lack
of citation is not because Monckton
is opposed to global warming as
there are authors opposed to global
warming with hundreds of citations
by climate scientists (e.g. McIntyre
and McKitrick).
Such papers engage with climate
science, so other climate scientists
cite them – generally to analyse how
they have misinterpreted some data.
I don’t doubt the honesty and
sincerity of Monckton, Plimer and
others, but it is in no one’s interest
if climate change denial wins the
political argument about the climate,
without ever engaging with the
actual science.
It may seem a harsh comment, but
Monckton and others are somewhat

No Power on
Earth can Force us

O

ur religion is not like a
garment that we might
change according to the
circumstances; it is part and
parcel of our bones and
blood and personality. If you
try to force your will upon us
we are ready to suffer and
to be tortured and even die.
However, you should know in
advance, there is no power
on earth which can force us to
change our religion because
our covenant is not with man
but with Almighty God.’
— The reply of St. Vartan the Brave,
the General who led the first war waged
for religious freedom (A.D. 451), to the
Parthian Emperor who ordered Armenia to
apostatize from faith in Jesus Christ.

like the people who promote New
Age cancer cures – the theories
seem marvelously well thought out,
the anecdotes and isolated pieces of
evidence seem utterly compelling,
but they don’t refute medical
theories about disease – they don’t
even engage with these theories in a
scientific framework where the ideas
and data that supports them can be
evaluated by other scientists. And
polemics haven’t been one sided;
there has been patronizing scoffing
through to character assassination,
together with silly arguments that
the latest heat wave or flood proves
global warming.
But can we trust the actual
scientists? Fraud can occur in
science, as elsewhere, but the
universality and strength of the peerreview process tends to expose it
pretty quickly.
A particular issue is ‘Climategate’.
In 2009 the emails of climate
scientists at the University of
East Anglia, were hacked and it
was claimed that they showed
that scientists were falsifying and
misrepresenting data. This is still
referred to as discrediting climate
science and climate scientists,
despite there having been something
like eight different investigations
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all clearing the scientists of any
scientific misconduct.
Having been involved in
investigating scientific misconduct
complaints, let me assure the
reader, that any such investigation
goes to great lengths to investigate
every aspect of such complaints
thoroughly; there is far, far more
damage to the reputation of an
organisation, if it appears that
misconduct has been covered up,
than having one of its staff found
guilty of misconduct.
In summary: climate science
confirms (not proves) that global
temperatures will increase to
dangerous levels unless we reduce
carbon dioxide production. This
is based on massive mathematical
analysis and modeling based on
huge amounts of data from many
different sources: tree rings, ice
cores, ocean temperatures etc.
A wide array of technologies are
used to look at the historical record
and obtain current data from many
different kinds of sensors including
remote sensing from satellites. The
whole scientific venture in this and
every scientific field depends on
rigorous scrutiny of everything that
is submitted for publication.
Individual scientists contribute
to this rigorous scrutiny, not least
because their reputation in turn
depends on all papers, including
their own, being rigorously reviewed
by other scientists.
Unless they are confirming some
particularly contentious earlier
results, scientific papers also have to
be original. That is, they have to find
data to refute previous hypotheses,
or to find some new way of looking
at a problem. So papers on climate
change are not clones all saying the
same thing in the same way. They
cover a huge range of different
techniques and explorations.
What is surprising out of this is
the very large consensus that the
only interpretation of the data that
makes sense is that humans are
causing global warming.
Given the vast array of different
kinds of climate science, the purpose
of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) is to pull
all this different material together
to make it accessible to the
community, particularly decision
makers. In this the IPCC seems
to have been very careful not to
overstate any of the research. For
example, its 2013 report states:
‘The frequency or intensity of
heavy precipitation events has
likely increased in North America
and Europe. In other continents,
confidence in changes in heavy
precipitation events is at most
medium’.

That is, the IPCC is warning us
against concluding that extreme
weather events are due to climate
change; they might be, but the
evidence is not yet strong enough
to say this definitively. On the other
hand the IPCC is prepared to say:
‘It is extremely likely that
human influence has been the
dominant cause of the observed
warming since the mid-20th
century’

There is still the remote
possibility that there are other
causes of the observed warming,
but given the data and the analysis
it would be pretty foolish to
depend on there being some other
explanation. On the other hand, the
IPCC believes that the data give no
room at all for doubting that global
warming is occurring.
‘Warming of the climate
system is unequivocal, and since
the 1950s, many of the observed
changes are unprecedented
over decades to millennia. The
atmosphere and ocean have
warmed, the amounts of snow and
ice have diminished, sea level has
risen, and the concentrations of
greenhouse gases have increased.’

The 2014 IPCC document has
recently appeared. I think it is in all
our interests to pay careful attention
to the scientific consensus that it
tries to summarize.
E m e r itus P rofe ssor P au l C ompton worked in
medical research for 20 years at the Garvan Insitute
and then in computer science at the University of
New South Wales for 20 years, where he was head
of school for 12 years.
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The Pope

and the

Media

Ideologues, who want to convince the world that the Church is in
their corner, are cherry-picking words or phrases. In other words,
they are deliberately taking statements by Francis out of context.

Pope Francis and Economics
By George J. Marlin
ast month a
b old front-page
headline of the
New York Daily
Ne w s r e a d ‘ I N
GR E E D TH EY
TRUST:
Fa t
Cats Revolt. Francis’s rap on rich
may cost St. Pat’s.’ Ken Langone, the
founder of Home Depot, said a few
wealthy Catholics were threatening
to withhold their financial support of
a $180-million St. Patrick’s Cathedral
renovation proje ct b e cause of

the pope’s comments in Evangelii
Gaudium concerning economics.
These disgruntled donors thought
he was against democratic capitalism
and people who strive to succeed.
Langone told Cardinal Dolan,
‘Your Eminence, this is one more
hurdle I hope we don’t have to deal
with. You want to be careful about
generalities. Rich people in one
country don’t act the same as rich
people in another country.’
Dolan replied that Francis was
being misunderstood: ‘The pope

Taking the
Lowest Place

T

he gloss comments, ‘Pride is the last vice to leave those
returning to God, and the first to greet those leaving God behind.’
Someone has put it well: Although you are fighting well and think you
have uprooted everything, pride still threatens to re-contaminate you
and must therefore be conquered. For the proud enemy uses pride
from the start to make a man who is eager to hurry to heaven think
that he amounts to something in the Lord’s eyes or in the eyes of
certain men, to think that he is more virtuous and less given to vices
than he really is – and to have just the opposite opinion of others.
In this light it is a great grace to steady the heart (Heb 13:9) and, by
steady humility, to acquiesce to the Word of God that says, When you
are invited to a wedding feast, sit down in the lowest place (Lk 14:10)
and Esteem others better than yourself (Phil. 2:3). Let us then humbly
and pragmatically put into practice the advice Saint Bernard rightly
gives in his sermon on the Canticle, ‘I do not want you to compare
yourself to those greater or lesser than you, to a particular few, not
even to a single person, etc.’ For we do not even know for sure what
state we are in or what shall become of us tomorrow – much less can
we know the truth about others. We are all created by one Creator,
who establishes the members of the Body of Christ not according to
our judgements but according to his own knowledge.
— Guigo de Ponte (died 1297) was a Carthusian monk of the Grande Chartreuse in the
French Alps, reflecting on a gloss [or comment] written in the margin of a MSS of the
Epistle to the Hebrews.
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loves poor people. He also loves
rich people. He loves people. . .
.We’ve got to correct to make sure
this gentleman understands the
Holy Father’s message properly.’
Pope Francis, Dolan added,
believes ‘money itself is morally
neutral. Money, our wealth, is a
gift from God. And the morality
comes in the way we use it. . . . If
it became a god, if it becomes in
idol, Pope Francis is saying, then
it’s wrong because there is only
one God.’
The cardinal is right. Many
conservatives – Rush Limbaugh is
one – called the pope a Marxist.
Leftists have declared he embraces
socialism. They’ve got it all wrong.
Historically, popes have opposed
both socialism and laissez-faire
capitalism. And Pope Francis is not
saying anything very different from
his predecessors.
The Church teaches morals,
not economics. But economic life
is subordinate to moral truths.
That’s why the Church holds that
the economy should allow us
to earn a stable, decent wage to
support ourselves and our families,
offer a modest opportunity for
comfort and leisure, and provide
opportunities to advance based on
interests, talents, and drive.
The Church has supported
private property, free enterprise,
profit-making,
and
the
reinvestment of capital to expand
and create more wealth and jobs,
if these institutions and activities
also respect moral and social
obligations.

What the Church has opposed,
however, are extremist systems
of every kind that, as Pope Pius
XI put it in Quadragesimo Anno
(1931), scorn ‘the human dignity
of the workers, the social character
of economic activity and social
justice itself and the common
good.’
In Rerum Novarum (1891), Leo
XIII had warned ‘rich men’ that
it was their duty to ensure that
‘workers are not to be treated as
slaves; justice demands that the
dignity of the human personality
be respected in them, ennobled as
it has been through what we call
the Christian character.’
In Quadragesimo Anno Pius XI
condemned socialism (as Leo XIII
had already) because it endangers
human liberties by concentrating
economic power in the hands of a
few who impose their policies on
the general public:
Society as Socialism conceives
it, can on the one hand neither
exist nor be thought of without
an obviously excessive use of
force; on the other hand, it fosters
a liberty no less false, since there
is no place in it for true social
authority, which rests not on
temporal and material advantages
but descends from God alone. .
. .Christian [and] socialism are
contradictory terms; no one can be
at the same time a good Catholic
and a true socialist.
On the hundredth anniversary
of Rerum Novarum, Pope John Paul
II, in Centesimus Annus, declared
that the ‘Primary responsibility
[for human rights in the economic
sector] belongs not to the state
but to individuals and to the
various groups and associations
which make up society. . . . The
State could not directly ensure
the right to work for all its citizens
unless it controlled every aspect
of economic life and restricted the
free initiative of individuals.’
He also observed that, ‘the
free market is the most efficient
instrument for utilizing resources
and effectively responding to
needs.’ At the same time, we have
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more than material needs. ‘There
are many human needs which find
no place on the market. . . .It is on
this level that the Church’s specific
and decisive contribution to true
culture is to be found.’
Pope Francis continues in this
tradition. He rightly condemns the
greedy and the unethical who live
a Social Darwinist creed of survival
of the fittest. He also reproves
unbridled consumerism, a culture
that has a ‘throw away’ attitude
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about life, including the inherent
dignity of the human person. And
he criticizes the idolatry of money,
including countries that devalue
the savings of people and wreck
economies by issuing excessive
amounts of government debt.
So far nothing new.
Francis went on to say that ‘the
dignity of each human person and
the pursuit of the common good
are concerns which ought to shape
all economic policies’ and that

the businessman or entrepreneur
who serves the common good has
a ‘noble vocation.’ He also states,
as did JPII, that welfare programs
‘should be considered merely
temporary responses.’
As an investment banker
for thirty-seven years and an
entrepreneur who founded a
successful business, I fully agree.
So why all the fuss?
Ideologues, who want to
convince the world that the
Church is in their corner,
are cherry-picking words or
phrases. In other words, they are
deliberately taking statements by
Francis out of context.

M

r Blatchford, who
started his campaign against
Christianity – warned on all
sides that it would ruin his paper
– discovered that while he had
undoubtedly shocked his readers,
he had also greatly advanced his
newspaper.
— G.K. Chesterton, ‘The Mildness of the Yellow
Press, in Heretics, John Lane, 1909, p.117.

For instance, when the Pope
uses the word ‘inequality,’ leftists
interpret it to mean he is for
redistribution of income and not
equality of opportunity. Then there
are people on the right, who do
not understand that the Church,
by its very nature, must oppose
atheism, materialism, and Marxism
because they deny human dignity,
rights, and freedom.
The 24/7 news-cycle also
doesn’t help. To fill airtime,
newscasters now make a headline
from any loudmouth’s comments –
no matter how uninformed.
It’s frustrating for anyone who
defends the Church’s Magisterium
in the public square. The Holy
See has long had a good and
steady message. It needs to make
it harder for partisans of various
stripes to distort it.
George J. Marlin, Chairman of the Board of Aid to
the Church in Need USA, is an editor of The Quotable
Fulton Sheen and the author of The American
Catholic Voter. His most recent book is Narcissist
Nation: Reflections of a Blue-State Conservative. ©
2013 The Catholic Thing. All rights reserved.
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Catholic Unity
Personal Ordinariates

BENEDICT XVI’S GIFT TO
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
By Ramsay Williams
he brief eight
year pontificate of
Pope Benedict XVI
[2005-2013] will
b e rememb ered
for many reasons,
but when history
is written, special attention will
be given to one of his boldest
initiatives, the establishment of the
Personal Ordinariates for former
Anglicans.
On November 4, 2009 Pope
Benedict
issued
the
Papal
Constitution, Anglicanorum Coetibus,
which made it possible for groups
of Anglicans, clergy and laypeople,
to enter the Catholic Church as
full members, while retaining
some elements of their Anglican
patrimony or heritage. These
elements, cultural, musical and
liturgical, were described by Pope
Benedict as ‘precious gifts’ to be
shared with the whole Catholic
Church. It is an extraordinarily
generous and pastoral document.
Previously,
Anglicans
who
converted to Catholicism did so as
individuals and lost their former
identity. The policy now is clearly
unity in diversity, rather than by
absorption.
Many see the establishment of
the Ordinariates as a dress rehearsal
for reconciliation between the
Western and Eastern Churches,
separated since the great schism of
1054.
Anglicanorum Coetibus reiterates
the teaching that ‘the single
Church of Christ … subsists in
the Catholic Church which is
governed by the successor of Peter

and by the bishops in communion
with him,’ but adds ‘Nevertheless,
many elements of sanctification
and of truth are found outside
her visible confines. Since these
are gifts properly belonging to the
Church of Christ, they are impelling
towards Catholic unity.’
The newest – and smallest — of
the Personal Ordinariates, that of
Our Lady of the Southern Cross
in Australia, was established by
Benedict XVI on June 15, 2012.
The first of the Ordinariates, Our
Lady of Walsingham, was approved
for the U.K. on January 15, 2011,
followed by the Chair of St. Peter in
the U.S. and Canada, on January 1,
2012.
The Australian Ordinariate after
the first 12 months has 18 priests
and small scattered congregations
across the continent, ranging from
Perth to Sydney, and Melbourne to
Cairns. The Ordinary is a married
priest based in Perth, Monsignor
Harry
Entwistle,
a
former
Archdeacon in the Anglican Diocese
of Perth, and onetime bishop in the
Traditional Anglican Communion.
An Ordinariate is a quasi-diocese
made up of members who share not
necessarily the same geographical
locality, but a common personal
characteristic. [In a Catholic Military
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Ordinariate they are all members
of the armed forces]. In the
Ordinariates for former Anglicans,
members are either former
Anglicans or their families.
On May 31st 2013 however,
Pope Francis decreed that the
parameters for membership should
be broadened to include nominal
Catholics — those who for various
reasons, have not received any
of the other sacraments apart
from baptism, but whose return
to the Church is facilitated by
the influence and ministry of the
Ordinariates.
By implication this also means
that non-Christians and other
nominal Christians may also if they
wish enter the Catholic Church
through the Ordinariates where this
has been their first experience of
Catholicism.
There have been, predictably,
critics, doomsayers and sceptics.
They come from both outside and
within the Catholic Church, mostly
from the hard-line anti-papists or
the stay-put and dwindling AngloCatholic elements in Anglicanism
[who believe they are already
Catholics], a few aggrieved former
Anglicans who converted ‘the old
way’ and some liberal Catholic
clergy who see the Ordinariates as
‘conservative’.
There are those also who have
their own take on what constitutes
Anglican
‘patrimony’.
Those
however who have parodied the
patrimony as dotty vicars and
vicarage tea parties, have probably
yet to experience Mass according
to the interim Ordinariate Missal,

authorised by the Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith.
In one large and well attended
Catholic parish in Melbourne, for
instance, worshippers can now
attend Mass on Sunday morning,
and find a traditional celebration of
the Ordinariate use of the Roman
rite, complete with the sonorous
tones and classical English of the
Book of Common Prayer, led by
former Anglican clergy, under the
benevolent gaze of statues of Our
Lady of Fatima and St Patrick.
Mass is celebrated ad orientem, and
Holy Communion, in both kinds, is
received by the faithful kneeling.
On other occasions worship
is according to Evening Prayer
from the Book of Common Prayer,
with Anglican chant and well
known English hymns, combined
with the Anglo-Catholic usage
of Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament.
All this occurs with the support
and approval of the Parish Priest
and the Archbishop of Melbourne.
Many of those in the congregation
are cradle Catholics who willingly
support, and one assumes,
appreciate the initiative of Pope
Benedict, illustrating as it does,
contrary to popular prejudice,
the diversity and liberality of the
Catholic Church.
The support and involvement
of Pope Francis indicates that
the Ordinariates are here to
stay, despite early blogosphere
inventiveness which claimed that
the Argentinian pope had no time
for the Ordinariates, some linking
this to the disputed claims by
Britain and Argentina over the
Falkland [Malvinas] Islands!
‘Anglican
Use’
Catholics,
although comparatively small in
number, are now regarded as much
a part of the Catholic Church as
Ukrainian, Melkite, Maronite or
Greek and Russian Catholics.
Few people are aware that the
Catholic Church is made up of
30 different Churches or rites in
full Communion with the Pope, of
which the Latin or Western rite is
but the largest. The Ordinariates

Natural Home of
the Human Spirit

M

EN AND WOMEN enter by every conceivable gate, after every,
conceivable process of slow intellectual examination, of shock, of
vision, of moral trial and even of merely intellectual process. They enter
through the action of expanded experience. Some obtain this through
travel, some through a reading of history beyond their fellows, some
through personal accidents of life. And not only are the avenues of
approach to the Faith infinite in number (though all converging; as must
be so, since truth is one and error infinitely divided), but the individual
types in whom the process of conversion may be observed differ in
every conceivable fashion. When you have predicated of one what
emotion or what reasoning process brought him into the fold, and you
attempt to apply your predicate exactly to another, you will find a misfit.
The cynic enters, and so does the sentimentalist; and the fool enters
and so does the wise man; the perpetual questioner and doubter and
the man too easily accepting immediate authority - they each enter
after his kind. You come across an entry into the Catholic Church
undoubtedly due to the spectacle, admiration and imitation of some
great character observed. Next day you come across an entry into the
Catholic Church out of complete loneliness, and you are astonished to
find the convert still ignorant of the great mass of the Catholic effect
on character. And yet again, immediately after, you will find a totally
different third type, the man who enters not from loneliness, nor from
the effect of another mind, but who comes in out of contempt for the
insufficiency or the evil by which he has been surrounded. The Church
is the natural home of the Human Spirit.
— The Catholic Church and Conversion, by G.K. Chesterton, 1926, ed. Hilaire Belloc,
Editor’s Note p.8.

are the only group, however,
which have a background in
the Reformation of the 16th
century, although there have been
approaches to the Holy See from
some Lutheran groups.
This assured position of the
Ordinariates within the Catholic Church
is underscored by the fact that within
a few short years, the Holy See has
also approved liturgies for Baptism,
Marriage and Funerals in the Anglican
tradition. All of them, along with
traditional Roman-rite features, include
much loved prayers and language drawn
from the classic Anglican liturgical
source, the Book of Common Prayer,
first published in 1549.
Despite the ludicrous claim of some
critics that these measures are simply
a devious method of ‘poaching’ by
a Church desperate to boost falling
numbers, Anglicanorum Coetibus did not
happen in a vacuum or as a knee jerk
reaction.
The broader context is Christ’s
Prayer for the unity of his followers
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[John 17]. But also, as early as 19211925, at the Malines Conferences in
Belgium, groups of Catholics and
Anglicans, led by Cardinal Désiré
Mercier, and the prominent Anglican
layman, Lord Halifax, began regular
discussions, seeking a way to unity.
Although halted after a frosty
response from ‘higher quarters’
on both sides, dialogue continued
between individuals and unofficial
groups of theologians and others
up to the 1960s when the Second
Vatican Council gave fresh impetus
to the quest for Christian unity.
In the Council’s Decree on
Ecumenism, Unitatis Redintegratio,
the Anglican Communion, alone
among the Reformation ecclesial
communities was singled out for
special mention: “Among those
in which Catholic traditions and
institutions in part continue to exist,
the Anglican Communion occupies a
special place”.
As a consequence, official
discussions were begun on

ANNALS crossword No. 81

Across Clues
2 A young child
4 Surname of Nobel Prize winners (1903)
Pierre and Marie
6 Father of apostles James and John
8 Narrow wooded valley
9 Type of trees
11 Pulsate
12 Tinned luncheon meat
14 Fossil fuel
15 Hard mild tasting cheese
16 An exclamation of grief
18 Supplicate
19 Break suddenly
21 Fine carbon deposited in chimneys
22 Person who moves aimlessly from place
to place
24 Religion of Muslims
25 Ventilate

restored there will be no seeking
to lessen the legitimate prestige and
the worthy patrimony of piety and
usage proper to the Anglican Church
when the Catholic Church — this
humble “Servant of the Servants of
God”- is able to embrace her ever
beloved Sister in the one authentic
communion of the family of Christ
……we shall have to go on, waiting
and watching in prayer in order to
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Down Clues
1 Knowledge or learning
2 A hollow cylindrical object
3 The rise and fall of sea level
4 One hundredth of a dollar
5 Snakelike fish
6 Largest island of Denmark
7 Ruler of an empire
8 Distributes cards
10 Former Egyptian president, assassinated
in 1981
11 Large south and central American snake
13 Might
17 Traditional dress of women of India
18 A composition in verse
20 City in Tuscany, having a leaning tower
21 Celestial object
23 Flick
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an international level with the
formation of the Anglican-Roman
Catholic International Commission,
established in 1969. Meetings of the
Commission looked for common
ground in such areas as Ministry,
the Eucharist and even the role
in salvation history of the Blessed
Virgin Mary.
Then, following a number of
requests in the 1970s to the Holy
See from traditional Anglicans in
the United States disturbed by
the ascendancy of a broad liberal
agenda in the areas of theology and
morality, Pope John Paul II allowed
the establishment of Anglican Use
parishes.
In July 1980 the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith issued
an ‘Accord for Sacraments and Divine
Worship for Catholics of the Anglican
tradition’. The result was The Book
of Divine Worship, a liturgical
resource based on American
versions of the Book of Common
Prayer, including a Mass rite.
A number of Episcopalian
[Anglican] bishops and more
than 100 clergy, and religious and
thousands of laypeople became
Catholics of the Anglican Use at this
time.
These earlier developments
were followed in the first decade
of the 21st century by further
approaches to the Holy See from
Catholic-minded Anglicans in the
U.K. and bishops of the breakaway
Traditional Anglican Communion.
As early as 1970, Pope Paul VI, an
Anglophile and devotee of Anglican
Church music had spoken these
prophetic words at the canonisation
of the English Martyrs:
“May the blood of these Martyrs
be able to heal the great wound
inflicted upon God’s Church by
reason of the separation of the
Anglican Church from the Catholic
Church. Is it not one — these
Martyrs say to us – the Church
founded by Christ? Is not this their
witness?”
“Their devotion to their nation
gives us the assurance that on the
day when – God willing — the unity
of the faith and of Christian life is

deserve that blessed day …..”
Paul VI’s vision of unity has been
brought closer to fulfilment now
than ever before by Anglicanorum
Coetibus, Benedict XVI’s enduring
legacy to the Catholic Church.
F r . R am say W i lliam s , formerly a priest of the
Anglican Church of Australia for 38 years, is Rector
of the Ordinariate Parish of St Edmund Campion
for Melbourne’s Bayside/Peninsula regions; and
Associate Priest of the Catholic Parish of Mentone/
Parkdale.

“It is in Apple’s DNA that
technology alone is not enough —
it’s technology married with liberal arts,
married with the humanities, that yields
us the results that make our
heart sing.” S T E V E J O B S
APPLE CO-FOUNDER

Campion. Australia’s first Liberal Arts College.

the Liberal Arts: what and why?

The Liberal Arts represent a different approach to education — an approach focused not merely on job
training but on teaching students to think, problem solve, and communicate effectively. These are some of the
reasons why Steve Jobs sought to hire liberal arts graduates for his innovation teams at Apple.

The Liberal Arts as taught at Campion, a truly Catholic Liberal Arts College, are Philosophy, Literature,
History, Theology, Science, Maths and Latin. These are the subjects that teach students how to understand the
world and their place in it.

The Liberal Arts ‘liberate’ students from a single career track, which they often have to choose too early in life.
A liberal arts degree provides students more time to discover their passions and frees them to pursue a much
broader range of options.

The Liberal Arts equip students with the flexibility and well-roundedness required in today’s job market.
University graduates can expect to change careers, on average, once every five years. Whereas most
specialised degrees prepare students for only their first job, a liberal arts education equips them to move into and
succeed in their third, fourth, and fifth jobs.

For more information visit
www.campion.edu.au or visit
our ‘Core Conversations’ blog
at www.tothecore.com.au
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Media Matters
By James Murray
Papal light

Budget blues

No longer the heavyweight it was in the
era of its co-founder Henry Luce, Time
magazine still packs a neat combination of
punches; it did in its May 12 issue, The 100
Most Influential People; the nominations
included a notable first: an incumbent
United States president Barak Obama, 44th in
the line, praising an incumbent Pope, Pope
Francis I, 264th in the line:
‘Rare is the leader who makes us want
to be better people. Pope Francis is such a
leader.
‘His Holiness has moved us with his
message of inclusion, especially for he poor,
the marginalised and the outcast. But it has
been his deeds, his bearing, his gestures at
once simple and profound – embracing the
sick, ministering to the homeless, washing
the feet of young prisoners – that have
inspired us all.
‘Pope Francis reminds us in ways that
words alone cannot that no matter our
station in life, we are bound by moral
obligations to one another. His example
challenges us to live out these obligations
through work – to alleviate poverty, reduce
inequality and promote peace; to feed the
hungry, shelter the homeless, care for the
sick and open new doors of opportunity
and visions of possibility for everyone. His
message of love and inclusion his regard
for “the least of these” distils the essence of
Jesus’ teachings and is a tonic for a cynical
age. May we heed his humble example.’
As this column was going to press came
news that emphasised President Obama’s
tribute: the invitation of Pope Francis to the
President of Israel, Shimon Perez and the
President of Palestine, Mahmoud Abbas, to
join him at the Vatican for talks.

As much of the nation’s British heritage
is eroded, it is intriguing that one of its
more fatuous rituals remains and indeed
f lourishes: the Budget. In keeping with
the evolution to an Ozminster system,
remarked here, the Abbott Government
added a Prologue: the Commission of
Audit. Its chief, Tony Shepherd, and its most
distinguished member, Amanda Vanstone,
came on marvellously like the nursery
rhyme:
Jack Spratt could eat no fat.
His wife could eat no lean,
And so between them both, you see,
They licked the platter clean.
Further symptoms of the Ozminster
evolution came in the Speaker Bronwyn
Bishop’s decision to hold a Liberal Party
fundraiser in her official rooms. Untoppable?
Not when Ozminister’s ex-‘First Bloke,’ Tim
Mathieson, is egregiously ready to berate
Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s wife, Margie,
for not doing enough charity work. Yet
another Ozminster moment: reaction to Prime
Minister Tony Abbott’s wink to the ABC’s
Jon Faine’s raised eyebrow when Gloria a
pensioner talkback caller revealed she made
ends meet by working on a sex-line. Faine, it
needs to be said, didn’t resist the temptation
to have a cheap shot at the PM.
Shy tax
The Budget Epilogue was traditional:
a multimedia chorus descanting on a
medley of topics. One major descant: the
Budget betokened a move to business
self-regulation. How can this even be
contemplated when the deregulated effects
of the Global Financial Crisis are still with
us? Think Enron, the energy company that
finagled the deregulated market and went
belly up, its debts: $100 billion. Nor was any
link made to the fiscal reservoir: corporate
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welfare and evaded corporate tax – the latter
subject of a Rupert Murdoch tweet. (See
last month’s issue).
Accordingly, it would have been cool
had the Treasurer Joe Hockey mentioned
corporate welfare and corporate tax dodging
(a less ambiguous term than evasion/
avoidance) when he cut both corporate tax
and Australian Securities and Investment
Commission funding. Is Hockey hoping
that a lean and hungry ASIC will be more
efficient in chasing crafty tax dodgers?
Click go the sneers
Public service cuts were predictable; they
always are. No explicit cut to the relatively
new stratum of government (spin doctors,
speechwriters, consultants and lobbyists)
who have displaced career public servants in
influence.
When the former are not hacks making
careerist moves between government news
management and ostensibly independent
media, they are ex-politicians supplementing
their superannuation while awaiting an
ambassadorial posting.
Cheaper and better to return to tenured,
career public servants giving their advice
without fear or favour, enabling the elected
minister to decide without being confused
by the headline and deadline conditioned
reflex of hacks on the make.
Summing up: too harsh to suggest
the
Abbott-Hockey-Cormann-Robb
Budget* may be the first to crash on
take-off, generally caused by overloading.
Nevertheless, it did stall, often a prelude
to crashing; either way the budget was
overloaded — result of the decision to spread
the heavy-lifting; as always, this means that
the poor are the basic shock absorbers when
the economic machine is re-positioned.
Alternative metaphor: the Budget is the
work of Rugby Union players; it is a rolling
maul, there’s a ball and a goal but where are
they?
*(No pun intended, simply an
acknowledgement that Andrew Robb was
the budget ascent’s Sherpa Tensing).
GST boo
No consolation that an increase is already
forecast for the GST, the socialist, not to say
totalitarian, tax of French origin, adopted by

arch-capitalist Maggie Thatcher, continued
by New Labour’s Tony Blair; and by her
Liberal offspring, John Howard, though
her ALP offspring, Paul Keating, was keener
earlier.
Proportionately the poor pay more tax
than corporations or their executives; in
addition more of the poor die in defence of
their countries than do corporate executives.
No arguments, please, that per capita such
executives have a higher casualty rate
Oblivious Bill
Opposition Leader Bill Shorten’s Budgetspeech in reply may have been rhetorically
superior to Hockey’s main speech. He
appeared, however, to be oblivious to the
prolonged endeavours of his colleague
Wayne Swan to balance the Budget. And
for the same reason as Hockey: loss of
Australia’s triple-A credit rating would mean
a higher interest rate on borrowing.
There again Shorten may have been
distracted. He is fighting on a second front:
trying to reform the ALP-ACTU system that
aided his rise to his current position on the
greasy pole.
Promises, promises
The only relic your correspondent retains
from a long-ago accountancy course is
E &OE (Errors and Omissions Excepted)
which had to be appended to accounts. In
future, election promises, pledges and all
synonyms should carry the caveat: VITAA
(Void If Treasury Advises Against). Okay,
a bit of a mouthful to put in a speech but it
could easily be appended to transcripts and
reports.
De mortuis
Polities aspire to a quasi-religious status,
Rome with its divine emperor, Augustus
Caesar, being an outstanding example if
only because within his realm was born
a truly divine saviour whose teaching
included: ‘Render to Caesar the things that
are Caesar’s and to God the things that are
God’s.’
Lesser examples of the state as a quasireligious construct abound. The Sydney
Town Hall obsequies for former NSW Labor
premier Neville Kenneth Wran can be seen
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as an example and his epitaph, ‘Loveable
Larrikin’ interpreted as a kind of secular
canonisation.
Sad, therefore, to see the nation’s most
distinguished investigative reporter, Evan
Whitton, castigated for taking a contrary
view. No similar sanction appears to have
visited on the Left’s polymath and ABC
broadcaster, Phillip Adams. Of Wran and
Kerry Packer (The Saturday Paper, April
26-May 2) he said: ‘Kerry once asked me
to slander Nifty in my Bulletin column so he
could sue ACP. Kerry’d settle out of court.
The perfect payoff. I declined.’
To this The Saturday Paper added a
note: ‘The broadcaster recalls his former
boss Kerry Packer organising to bribe
Neville Wran. He later recalled walking
in on Packer and Wran doing a dodgy
deal on Lotto, calling the former premier,
“Australian politic’s greatest fixer, in a world
before ICAC”.’
Modest proposal: Morry Schwartz,
publisher of The Saturday Paper should
commission Evan Whitton to write the
definitive biography of Neville Wran using
a cold chisel on marble. Possibly account
might be taken that the cancer of corruption
seems to go into spontaneous remission
when a media-savvy politician is in charge.
Disclosure: your correspondent was hired
to work on The National Times by its then
editor, Evan Whitton.
Free Press
Two episodes raise the question: can
the press be said to be free if it colludes
rather than competes on coverage? The
episodes: the David Gyngell-James Packer
Bondi Rumble and the Joe Hockey-Mathias
Cormann Cigar Smoking Test. Some might
suggest that the Barry O’Farrell-Grange
Hermitage Affair also qualifies. Not so. It
was revealed to all at a public ICAC hearing.
The other episodes began as exclusives,
the first by News Corp; the second by the
Nine Network; in neither case did these
organisations retain the advantage of
exclusivity to build circulation or ratings.
And the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation was most zealous in acquiring

and running the gotcha footage second
hand, thus enhancing a critic and a rival by
showing their respective logos.
Through such action the ABC reduces
its chartered independent status. Worse,
it adds relevance to those who propose its
privatisation. The ABC’s chairman James
Spigelmann knows more about politicalmedia interaction than managing director,
Mark Scott, he should advise Scott on the
risks of a non-profit organisation getting
together with commercial organisations.
Which is not to say that both episodes
were anything but compelling, the GyngellPacker rumble having the edge not least
because of the huggermugger that led to the
pix going to News Corp.
Initial reports credited the young master,
Lachlan Murdoch for this. The Fairfax
columnist, Andrew Hornery, aired a twist:
James Packer acquired the pix and gifted
them to Murdoch. Coverage also mentioned
John Alexander, a continuingly inf luential
Packeratchik and a distinguished ex-Fairfax
editorial executive.
But it was a contemporary Fairfax
columnist, the nation’s most magisterial,
Paul Sheehan, who provided the most
intriguing reaction. While police were still
investigating the rumble, Sheehan wrote
that Gyngell as the aggressor should be
charged and brought to court.
As matters turned out, Gyngell and Packer
were each fined $500 without the recording
of an offence. No one has praised Hockey
and Cormann for their heroism in risking
their lives to add a quantum of tobacco
excise to Consolidated Revenue.
Budget joke
The linkage of the $7 co-payment with
AMRFF (Australian Medical Research
Future Fund) inspires a fantasy somewhere
between Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World
and his Ape and Essence.
A durable patient visits a doctor and
is told: ‘Good news: AMRFF has invented
an immortality injection. Bad news: your
co-payment continues forever and has been
indexed to inflation.’
© Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2014.
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New from Chevalier Press

The Plague of Infidelity

The Old
Testament

T

he special peril of the time before us is the spread of that
plague of infidelity that the Apostles and our Lord Himself have
predicted as the worst calamity of the last times of the Church.
And at least a shadow, a typical image of the last times is coming
over the world. I do not mean to presume to say that this is the
last time, but that it has had the evil prerogative of being like that
more terrible season, when it is said that the elect themselves will
be in danger of falling away. This applies to all Christians in the
world, but it concerns me at this moment, speaking to you, my
dear Brethren, who are being educated for our own priesthood,
to see how it is likely to be fulfilled in this country. And first it is
obvious that while the various religious bodies and sects which
surround us according to God’s permission have done untold harm
to the cause of Catholic truth in their opposition to us, they have
hitherto been of great service to us in shielding and sheltering
us from the assaults of those who believed less than themselves
or nothing at all. To take one instance: the approved miracles of
the Saints are not more wonderful than the miracles of the Bible.
Now the Church of England, the Wesleyans, the Dissenters,
nay the Unitarians have defended the miracles of the Bible
and thereby have given an indirect protection to the miracles of
ecclesiastical history. Nay, some of their divines have maintained
certain ecclesiastical miracles, as the appearance of the Cross to
Constantine, the subterranean fire in Julian’s attempt to build the
Jewish Temple, etc. And so again the doctrines of the Holy Trinity,
the Incarnation, Atonement, etc., though as strange to the reason
as those Catholic doctrines which they reject, have been held by
many of these bodies with more or less distinctness, and thereby
we have been unassailed when we have taught them. But in these
years before us it will be much if those outlying bodies are able
to defend their own dogmatic professions. Most of them, nearly
all of them, already give signs of the pestilence having appeared
among them. And as time goes on, when there will be a crisis and
a turning point, with each of them, then it will be found that, instead
of their position being in any sense a defence for us, it will be found
in possession of the enemy. A remnant indeed may be faithful to
their light, as the great Novatian body stood by the Catholics and
suffered with them during the Arian troubles, but we shall in vain
look for that safeguard from what may be called the orthodoxy of
these Protestant communions, which we have hitherto profited by.
— Blessed John Henry Cardinal Newman, Sermon 9, The Infidelity of the Future, delivered on
the occasion of the opening of St. Bernard’s Seminary, 2nd October 1873.

MICHAEL FALLON, MSC

T

he term Old Testament came
to be used by Christians to
distinguish the inspired books
of the Jewish faith from the
writings of the New Testament
that emerged within the Christian
community in the first century AD.

Father Michael Fallon offers here
an Introduction to the reading of
books of the Older Testament –
material he has been working on
for over twenty-five years. Much
of the material in this book can
be found in the Introductions to
the commentaries listed in the
frontispiece. It is hoped that the
reader will find it helpful to have
the material available in a single
volume.

Price

Impartially Irreligious

W

e cannot enrol people in our religion because we have
not got one [so] we enrol them in our government, and if we
are obliged to do that, the obvious essential is that like Roman rule
before Christianity, or the English rule in India, it should profess to
be impartial if only by being irreligious.’
— G.K.Chesterton, The New Jerusalem, Thomas Nelson and Sons, London, [undated] p.118.
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Is Christianity the measure of modernity or is modernity the measure of Christianity?

“Where Are The Catholics?”
By James V. Schall, S.J.
n the morning
after Thanksgiving,
I was driving
over to Frederick,
Maryland with one
of my nephews. On
the car radio, he
was listening to a talk radio program
from WMAL in Washington. The host of
the program was a man who described
himself as a conservative Jew. He was
talking of the increasing religious
persecution within the United States.
Several times throughout the program
he pointed out that it was the Catholics
who are more and more being singled
out and discriminated against. The
First Amendment on religious freedom
seems almost a dead letter when it
comes to Christians in general and
Catholics in particular.
The host noted that if any similar
criticism is directed toward other
religious groups and religions,
especially Islam, the whole world knows
about it. And in some cases the world
is threatened. Churches are burned
in Islamic countries, Christians killed,
and nothing much is said either by our
government or in the press. Almost the
only voice that seems systematically
to defend a Catholic position, he
remarked, is that of Bill Donohue of the
Catholic League. The host went on to
wonder why this silence is the case. Part
of it, he thought, is because Catholics
themselves do not seem to care too
much, or else they are not aware of the
dimensions of the issue. They think it
will just go away.
Many writers and voices have
pointed out that the present
administration is by all odds the most
anti-Catholic regime in this country’s
history. That did not prevent some 50
percent of Catholics from voting for it.
But that may be a clue about the
problem. Often the leaders of those
measures and decrees most against

officially stated Catholic positions are
formulated and carried out by those
who are Catholics. Several other writers
have argued that so long as these highprofile Catholics carry out anti-Catholic
policies and remain in apparently good
standing in the Church, many Catholics
will conclude that, whatever the noise
about these issues, it must be all right
to be a Catholic and take positions
contrary to what the bishops and
Church seem to hold.
Why Catholics do not defend
themselves against such attacks on
their religion and their place in public
life has long puzzled many sympathetic
citizens. Part of the reason is that the
current attacks—which revolve around
marriage and family life and the proper
order of one’s interior moral life—are
not attacks against the faith as such.
They are about what we can and should
figure out from reason and natural

Hives ready
to swarm

Y

ou have a clique, an elite,
of Christian men and (more
importantly) women, who are
trying to live a less worldly life
than their neighbours; to be
more attentive to the guidance
(directly felt, they would tell you)
of the Holy Spirit. More and
more, by a kind of fatality, you
see them draw apart from their
co-religionists, a hive ready to
swarm. … Then, while you hold
your breath and turn away your
eyes in fear, the break comes;
condemnation or secession,
what difference does it make? A
fresh name has been added to
the list of Christianities.
— Monsignor Ronald Knox, Enthusiasm,
Oxford, 1950, p.1
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law. Catholics are involved here not
primarily because they are Catholics
but because they are human beings.
These issues are not what we usually
call “religious” issues. It is true that,
in many ways, the Church is the last
public defender of the natural law and
of reason itself in these areas, but that
is because revelation does not replace
but agrees with and heals reason when
it goes wrong in its own order.
Immediately after the recent
election, many writers (David Warren
was perhaps the most accurate) sensed
that a line had been crossed. It was not
primarily an election about politics,
about good or less good laws. It was
an election about approving bad laws
and about bad morals being elevated to
the status of accepted, settled doctrine.
That many Catholics in practice have
already joined the opposition is obvious
to everyone who cares to look at the
evidence.
Much of this confusion has to do
with the perennial problem of what was
Vatican II’s response to modernity.
Was Christianity the measure
of modernity or was modernity
the measure of Christianity? Many
Christians, including Catholics, opted
for the latter. The test turns out to
be centred on children and families,
over what is the proper atmosphere
in which children should be begotten
and raised. Indeed, the issue is whether
most begotten children should exist or
not, over whether we have a “right” to
dispose of them as we will.
But if we spell out in a coherent
fashion
the
issues—marriage,
contraception, abortion, cloning,
same-sex marriage, polygamy, parental
authority—we become aware that
what we are seeing before our eyes is
the embodiment of earlier ideas now
carried into reality. Of course, there are
good ideas and bad ideas; this has been
clear from the account in Genesis of the

Fall. Its essential premise—that man, not
God, is the maker of the distinction of
good and evil—is the quintessence of
bad ideas. It is this principle that lies
behind all aberrations in family life and
what surrounds it.
In this context, I have often
wondered why it is that a Jew, the radio
host, is the one most concerned over
the failure of Catholics ably to defend
themselves in the public order. Since,
as I have said, these current aberrations
in the public order are not about
specifically theological issues but about
those of natural law and reason, it is
perhaps because the believing Jew can
see the origin of the issue in one’s view
of God’s initial plan of creation.
Many Catholic bishops did seek to
point out the problem manifested in the
election, in a choice of leadership. They
evidently did influence many Catholic
citizens to understand the nature of the
threat against what the Church stands
for. But it was not enough to change the
results of the election, as many hoped it
would. No doubt they will pay a price
for this failure. On the other hand, the
principle that something is radically
wrong in the polity is at least on the
table. When the chance arose to do
something about the problem, the effort
failed. This means the government has
even less need to pay any attention to
Catholic positions which are, in any
case, seen as part of the problem.
Not a few writers have tried to put
a ray of hope before us. All is not lost.
Other elections will occur. But undoing
what has now been done to family law
and the understanding of marriage now
involves the deeper issue of habits of
disorder in the souls of so many of the
population. While it is possible to rid
ourselves of bad principles and habits,
it is monumentally difficult, even if
we want to. But for the most part, as a
people, we do not want to. This election
was, by most standards, an approval
of the direction of the government, an
assurance that it was on the right—that
is, popular—path that rejects the central
premises of reason about moral life.
The larger matter, if it is larger, is the
central government has succeeded in
positioning itself as the chief dispenser,
not only of jobs, health, and wellbeing, but also of what is moral and
right. Government has established a
claim and an agenda that would make

Sombre Truths

A

fter such a spate of novelties—let loose upon the nation almost
without protest from bishops and clergy—religious State propaganda,
as nothing had ever been so brought home before, and all in the short
space of thirteen years (1533-1546), what would the belief of the average
English Catholic, twenty years of age, let us say, in 1534, be like by January
28, 1547, when Henry VIII came to die? Amid the riot of contending private
judgments in the episcopate—where all that differentiated the apostate
prelates, one from another, was the variety of their attitude to the new
Continental heresies—what would our average Catholic have retained,
by that date, even of the true notion of faith, namely, that faith is an
acceptance of a thing as true on the word of God revealing that thing, a
believing of God revealing, the fact of God’s revealing it being certified
to man by the testimony of God’s Church? How much would he be likely
to retain of the notion that the core of the religion of Christ is a Church
divinely commissioned to teach His truth? even of this notion in its simplest
expression, as the directive, It is God’s will that all men should accept as
true what God’s Church teaches? What other attachment to the Mass, let
us say, would he be likely to have than through his private judgment, after
all these years when the voice of the ‘Church’ (so far as he knew there
was such a thing) bade him look only to the king for guidance? a private
judgment that had, perhaps, remained fixed and constant where, very often,
that of his friends and neighbours would have wavered and changed.
If the meaning, and the reasonableness, of the fundamental truths of
religion cease to be explained and taught, opportune, importune; and if
a time comes when, on all sides, these truths are criticised and attacked;
and if then no answer is made to the criticisms by the officials charged,
above all else, with the defence of the truth—the bishops—and no defence
is offered against the attack; if, against the heretics, the official defenders
of the Catholic faith are dumb, whether through fear of the consequences,
or through lack of appropriate knowledge, or through failure to understand
the life of the time and its needs; then Catholicism, in such a place and
time, if these conditions endure for long, is doomed. Far too many of those
who once called themselves Catholics will cease, in the end, to be such in
fact; whether they have aggregated themselves to other religious bodies
or not. It is more and more custom, routine, personal preference, that will
in reality be determining their religious life, and not faith—the faith which
has ceased to be preached to them, which perhaps was never preached
to them as by its nature it needs to be preached, and which now, for all
their lifetime, has been obscured by persistent, persuasive, and congenially
human propaganda that contradicts the faith.
— Philip Hughes, The Reformation in England, London, Burns & Oatesa, 1962, p.188.

all real moral, economic, and political
understanding and activity dependent
on itself. The country has radically
changed its soul from one that insisted
the main actors are individuals and
their voluntary organizations to one
that holds the ungrounded government
responsible for all the major (and
minor) issues.
In this new capacity the government
conceives itself as being subject to
nothing—not to the Constitution,
amendments, reason, or natural law. It
will not be put quite this way, but that
is the effect. This is what we elected.
The Jewish talk-show host was correct.
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Catholics are the target, the locus of
what the government sees as the cause
of its own problems. This government
will brook no opposition to its plans.
Catholics, insofar as they are Catholics,
will be more and more singled out as
the causes of the failures of public
policies. If we are surprised at this turn
of events, it can only be because we did
not really understand what was at stake
in the recent election.
Father James Schall, S.J. is professor of Political
Philosophy in the Department of Government at
Georgetown University. Reprinted with Permission
from The Catholic World Report, November 26, 2012.
All Rights Reserved.

Gardening with Soul
Sister Loyola Galvin is the chief
gardener of the House of Compassion
in Island Bay, Wellington. Whether
pushing a wheelbarrow, planting
vegetables or weeding (sometimes
on crutches), she brings to her work
the assiduous care she has devoted
to all ‘who don’t get a good start’. As
a nurse her speciality was caring for
sick and disabled infants, part of her
order’s mission ‘to meet the needs of
the oppressed and powerless’.
Using music by David Long to
enhance gardenscapes and seascapes,
director Jess Feast and producer
Vicky Pope charted Sister Loyola’s
gardening through the seasons which
included her 90th birthday.
Her shrewdness and practicality
give the lie to those who see a nun’s
life as a flight from reality. On
the contrary, it is a pilgrimage to
the ultimate reality by way of the
discipline: to work is to pray.
From Sister Loyola’s life, Jess
Feast and Vicky Pope have created a
marvellous documentary that shows
the individual can be the prism for
the universal, mark of great art.
Ignore obesity-inducing popcorn
franchise thrillers; treat yourself to
Sister Loyola’s soul-food.
GHHHHHSFFV

Once My Mother
Writer/director
Sophia
Turkiewicz’s documentary, like Jess
Feast and Vicky Pope’s, is at once
personal and universal.
The story is her mother Helen’s,
and it is her own but Turkiewicz
keeps the focus on her mother
through
powerful
intercutting
between interview, re-enactment
and archival material including
footage from an earlier uncompleted
documentary.
Helen Turkiewicz was an orphan;
Her epic journey began in rural
Poland with millions of what came to
be called DPs (Displaced Persons);
it traversed the Siberian reaches of
Stalin’s Soviet Union as the result
of two mighty betrayals, the HitlerStalin Pact and the later Yalta
Agreement, under both of which
Poland was the main victim.
The archival material also includes

Movies
By James Murray
newsreel footage of a DP camp in
Lusaka Northern Rhodesia (Zambia)
where Helen remained for six years
awaiting transfer. During that period
Sophia was born, her father an Italian
prisoner of war.
When the transfer came, it was
to Adelaide, South Australia. Helen
was illiterate; work was difficult to
find. Reluctantly she placed Sophia
in Goodwood Catholic Orphanage.
Helen married and reveals in the
documentary that she chose a
husband amenable to her re-union
with her daughter.
What emerges is the reconciliation
of a highly-talented daughter with
a mother failing mentally but still
capable of flashes of the indomitable
wit that sustained her. At one point
she says to her daughter: ‘I put you
in an orphanage, you put me in an
orphanage.’
The orphanage where she died
was an old people’s home under the
patronage of the universal Pole, John
Paul II.
PGHHHHSFFV

Charlie’s Country
Is the third collaboration between
director Rolf de Heer and actor David
Gulpilil; the others, The Tracker and
Ten Canoes, created unforgettable
accounts of the hunting, gathering
and craft of the indigenous tribes of
the Northern Territory.
Now de Heer and Gulpilil go for
something more difficult: a portrait
of Charlie who is across hunting,
gathering and bush craft but also
knows how to access an ATM with
more than a drink or three in
between. He also has to deal with
the intricacies of traditional law and
the Australian version of English
Common Law as applied to grog
and hunting weapons by the local
constabulary.
Gulpilil first showed his instinctive
gifts as an actor in Nicholas Roeg’s
Walkabout made in 1971. Since then
he was added considerable camera
time, equivalent for a film actor of a
pilot’s flying time; he is now a player
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whose acting skills match his skills as
a traditional dancer, a crucial element
as the film shifts from bush time to
Darwin, jail time and its climactic
sequence back in the bush. Stop
press: David Gulpilil won a best
actor award at Cannes for his role as
Charlie.
MHHHHNFFV.

Predestination
The Spearig brothers, Michael and
Peter, have created a thriller that is
a shadowy, gothic mix of sci-fi and
spying or possibly hokum and tosh.
American star Ethan Hawke, cast
to add authenticity to the AustralYank locations, plays a secret agent
working under bar-tender cover.
He totes an antique violin
case. If you think it contains a
Thompson submachine gun, you are
underestimating the ingenuity of the
Spearig source: sci-fi master Robert
A Heinlein. Noah Taylor is on hand
as another agent to demonstrate he
can do a better American accent than
Hawke. Minor characters are given
a gratuitous, ugly (or vice-versa) sex
scene.
What lifts the movie indeed
destines it for cult status is Snook –
Sarah Snook, that is. Her playing is at
once charming and tough, a doublefacetted diamond amid the mixedgenre dross. To say more would be
to spoil the fun of recognising her,
and the subtle nuance she brings to
her mimicry of a star greater – for the
time being – than she is.
MA15+HHHHNFFV.

Child’s Pose
(Pozitia Copilului)
Director Calin Peter Netzer is
in a significant line of Romanian
filmmakers with Christi Puiu and
Christian Mungui.
Their rich,
if sombre, material includes the
Communist dictatorship of Ceausescu
whose record includes atrocities and
pilfering whisky from Buckingham
Palace where, at the behest of the
Foreign Office, he was the guest of
the Queen.
The episode awaits a satirist.
Meanwhile Netzer, working from a
screenplay by Razvan Radulescu, has
come up with a post-Ceausescu movie
which shows that regime change

does not necessarily mean the end of
string-pulling.
To get this across Netzer needed
a great player. He has found her in
Luminita Gheorghiu. She is Cornelia,
a lawyer, whose fur coat looks wolfish
and whose cigarette is like a bomb
fuse as she deploys her contacts
to save her son Barbu (Bogdan
Dumitrache) after he kills a boy in a
drunken crash.
To compare Gheorghiu to
Hollywood stars of the past is vain
nostalgia. She is an absolute one-off.
Does Cornelia succeed? Yes and
no. Netzer contrives to show that
true reconciliation is not a matter of
influence-peddling but comes only
under the cross.
MA15+HHHNFFV

Sunshine on Leith
Opens inside an armoured
personnel carrier somewhere in
Afghanistan; the carrier’s Scots
infantrymen begin to sing a drumbeat
song; the sequence presages conflict.
Boom!
Blank screen.
Cut to the streets of Leith where
Davy (George McKay) and Ally
(Kevin Guthrie), survivors of the
incident, sing and dance their way
home.
Their exuberance continues as
they re-unite with their families,
friends and meet sweethearts Yvonne
(Antonia Thomas) and Liz (Freya
Mavor).
Dexter Fletcher directs; without
discounting his achievement, a
significant influence was that of
producer Kevin McDonald, who made
The Last King of Scotland.
Peter Mullins plays the patriarch
Rab as if he’d never heard the
word dour. And Jane (Little Voice)
Horrocks plays his wife, Jean.
The movie was originally a stage
musical constructed on the chantsongs of the Proclaimers. Among
them is one starting with the line,
‘Lochaber no more’. It goes on to list
other Scots place names but not the
hillsides of Lochaber to which postReformation Scots Catholics, at grave
risk, came to hear Mass said on what
are still known as ‘the Mass stones’.
Yet the movie’s singing and
dancing does signal, ‘Calvin no

more’, while hinting that an earlier
romance of Rab’s might have fallen
into the Catholic-Protestant crevasse,
a crevasse the movie bridges.
The final sequence in the streets
of Leith features the Proclaimers hit,
500 Miles. Fletcher directs this with
driving pace of someone who has
read George MacDonald Fraser’s
short story, The General Danced Till
Dawn. This tells of a senior officer
visiting his former Highland unit and,
after a well-watered dinner, insisting
that the officers join him in an
eightsome reel, a reel that ultimately
has the whole city of Cairo dancing.
Fictional magic which Fletcher and
his choreographers repeat.
Some, despite the movie’s title, have
seen the location as Edinburgh, yet
Leith is to the Athens of the North as
the Piraeus was to ancient Athens and
Port Adelaide is to Adelaide, Athens of
the South. Your reviewer will not push
the analogy by referring to Perth as
the Athens of the West and suggesting
that Fremantle is its Piraeus.
PGHHHSFFV

Exit Marrakech
Ben (Samuel Schneider) is a
teenager who reluctantly leaves his
mother Lea (Marie-Lou Sellem) to
visit his estranged father Heinrich
(Ulrich Tukur), director of a theatrical
production in Marrakech.

Official
Classifications key
G: for general exhibition;
PG: parental guidance
recommended
for
persons under 15 years;
M 15+: recommended for
mature audiences 15 years and
over; MA 15+: restrictions apply
to persons under the age of 15;
R 18+: Restricted to adults,
18 years and over.

Annals supplementary
advice
SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing;
NFFV: Not For Family Viewing.
TBA: classification to be
announced
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The reunion is awkward. Ben
takes off, obliging his father to
resume the paternal duty he had
abandoned.
In resolving this
situation, writer/director Caroline
Link and cinematographer Bella
Halben make compelling use of the
exotic locations.
The ensemble acting is superlative.
The language of the movie is German
and Arabic, possibly a belated
tribute to Kaiser Wilhelm who added
a Muslim element to his title to
reinforce his alliance with the Turks
during the Great War of 1914-18.
Trivia note: The movie was
originally called Morocco, a title which
might have confused movie buffs who
recall Josef Von Sternberg’s 1930
classic, starring Marlene Dietrich
playing a cabaret singer in her first
Hollywood movie. Her co-star was
Gary Cooper as a Foreign Legionnaire
vying for her affection with a rich
man, Adolph Menjou.
M*HHHNFFV,

Under the Skin
Director Jonathan Glazer opens
his thriller with dark, hypnotic
bewilderment appropriate to his story
line: an alien disguised as beautiful
woman drives a white van along the
high roads of Scotland and turns
them into low roads for those with
whom she has brief intercourse of a
fatal kind.
The intercourse, it needs to be
said, does not demonstrate that the
alien is from Venus; it involves what
appears to be the victims skinnydipping and drowning in pitch, diesel
oil or treacle.
Scarlett
Johansson
inhabits
the role of the alien with a mix of
puzzlement and enthralment at what
she sees. By giving her an English
accent, Glazer adds to the eeriness of
the piece; those she encounters speak
broad-Scots dialect; to her they are
the aliens.
His city location looks to be
Glasgow, your reviewer’s native city.
Again Glazer achieves strangeness.
The only feature, your reviewer thinks
he recognised was part of the wall of
Barlinnie Prison – known in song as
‘The Big Mansion Hoose o’ Barlinnie’.
The ending when it comes is also
bewildering – and both shocking

and mesmerising through an uncanny
sequence. No ET-style rendezvous
with a spaceship, no clarification of
the identity of bikie who roars up and
down the high roads.
The alien’s auxiliary? Or her fate?
MA15+HHHNFFV.

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD NO. 81

The Trip to Italy
In The Trip, director Michael
Winterbottom plonked actor Steve
Coogan and comedian Rob Brydon
into a hot vehicle for a progress
through England’s Lake District,
associated with the poet Williams
Wordsworth.
Coogan and Brydon enlivened
the progress with self-deprecating
improvisation, mimicry and stopovers that were not the greasy-spoon
venues of truck-drivers.
For
their
new
progress
Winterbottom repeats the recipe
with a literary variation; this time
the travellers follow in the footsteps
of the poets George Gordon (Lord
Byron) and Percy Bysshe Shelley,
through Liguria, Tuscany, Rome,
Amalfi, Naples and Capri.
This
time
round
Coogan
generously plays second banana to
Brydon who gets to have an affaire
while Coogan deals with matter
paternal.
Winterbottom includes
a sequence in Pompei which goes
beyond the flip into intimations of
mortality. Occasionally the chatter
gets repetitive like that of a pair of
parrots caged together. You think of
throwing a cover over their vehicle.
Next trip?
The Australian
tourism industry should offer
aid. Your reviewer’s suggestion:
Adelaide, Clare Valley, the Barossa
and McLaren Vale. Disclosure: in
the latter area, your reviewer did a
camel-borne progress through the
vineyards.
MHHHSFFV.

Rising from Ashes
Director TC Johnstone put
six years into the making of his
documentary about Team Rwanda.
His time was not wasted, for
he has delivered a memorable
account of how the team, led by
their coach, American cyclist Jock
Boyer, transcended tribal and
religious divides (and memories of

grievous massacres) to compete at
international level.
Outstanding in the interviews are
Boyer, Team Rwanda founder (and
mountain-bike inventor) Tom Ritchey
and Adrien Niyonshuti, the cyclist
who competed in the mountain-bike
event at the London Olympics.
Executive
producer
Forest
Whitaker narrates without pushing his
Hollywood star status. Reservations:
No clip from Breaking Away the
feature movie that inspired so many
to cycle. Not enough about the
wooden bicycles made by Rwandans
who cannot afford the real thing.
The country’s most eminent cyclist
(after Tour de France winner Cadel
Evans) is the Prime Minister, Tony
Abbott. He should make time to
see this documentary and possibly
organise a gift of Aussie bikes for the
wooden bikers of Rwanda.
MHHHNFFV.

The Chef
As a producer, writer, director, star,
Jon Favreau enjoys a status equivalent
to a chef de brigade. Accordingly the
writer in him has created a big, fat
comedy part for the director in him to
guide the star in him.
That said, it must be added his
movie is a declension from others in
the cuisine genre that began with the
unsurpassed Babette’s Feast (1987).
Favreau’s offering has him playing
Carl Casper, an eminent chef awaiting
a visit from food blogger Ramsey
Michel (Oliver Platt) for whom he has
cooked a special meal.
The restaurant owner Riva
(Dustin Hoffman in an underdone
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part) insists on the usual bill of fare.
Result a dyspeptic review.
In a rage, Casper resigns, goes
home and cooks a wonderful meal.
Does he eat it with a bottle of Francis
Ford Coppola’s Chateau Godfather?
Give it to a beggar? No, he appears to
forget about it.
The discrepancy is early evidence
that Favreau as writer has bitten off
more than he can chew as director.
Casper’s estranged wife Inez (Sofia
Vergara) puts their son Percy (Emjay
Anthony) in his care. He takes off
with him on a trans-America trip to
Miami, Florida. There he encounters
his wife’s family and a Cuban dish
he deems exotic. Others may think
it is no more exotic than a toasted
(Christmas) ham sandwich slathered
on top with butter.
Nonetheless enthralling tucker. He
emblazons the name Cubanos on his
van and the food is so popular it leads
to a reunion with his wife and, more
improbably, with Michel the blogger.
For all its fun, the comedy is
scarcely a tract for healthy eating; in
every one of the fried, buttered and
toasted Latino sandwiches Casper
sells, there’s a cardiac arrest.
In the comedy’s more serious
moments Favreau does demonstrate
that he could take on a role, vacated
by the untimely death of James
Gandolfini, the role of Tony Soprano
in the movie version of the hit TV
series, The Sopranos.
MHHHSFFV.

The Grand Budapest Hotel
No filmmaker transmutes original
material like Wes Anderson. Here,
working from the stories of Stefan
Zweig, Anderson crafts a film like a
series of boxes within boxes; some
contain comedic Jacks, others are
Pandora’s, or loose boxes for the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, bearers
of war and pestilence.
At the centre of his ordered
chaos, Anderson puts the hotel
concierge. He is played by Ralph
Fiennes with surpassing timing and
energy. Edward Norton contributes
a police chief who may have been
dismissed from the Keystone Kops
for inefficiency, Kenneth Branagh
plays a writer who listens to the story
within the story, a characteristic Zweig

device. Tilda Swinton doubles as a
lively dowager and an icy corpse.
Throughout the comedy there
is a note of elegy for a civilization
destroyed, sign of a masterpiece
inspired by the work of a master.
(Stefan Zweig was born in 1881
and died in 1942; his birthplace
Vienna was then capital of one of the
world’s greatest polities, the AustroHungarian Empire; he witnessed its
destruction in the Great War which
started with a Serbian nationalist
pistol shot that echoed in Act II of
the Great War (known as World War
II); it still echoes as the100th and 75th
anniversary years of those wars are
commemorated)
MHHHHSFFV.

The Double
Jesse Eisenberg brings a doleful
brilliance to the roles of Simon
James/James
Simon,
lookalike
bureaucrats, one shy, the other bold,
who shuffle paper in gloomy building
somewhere east of where the Iron
Curtain used to be. Simon pines for
his neighbour and workmate Hannah
played with enigmatic allure by Mia
Wasikowska.
James offers to mentor Simon in
his courtship with results that are not
predictable.
First time director Richard Ayoade
gives us a parable of life that is, like
a waking nightmare, more absorbing
than entertaining, more Lent than
Eastertide.
Ayoade based his script on a short
story by Fyodor Dostoyevksy (who
did jail time in Siberia). Literary
detectives may wonder if George
Orwell ever read Dostoyevsky’s short
story; the oppressive office in which
the film is set looks as if it might be
part of the Ministry of Truth, and
Simon and Hannah evoke memories
of Orwell’s doomed lovers.
MHHHNFFV.

Fading Gigolo
Writer/director John Turturro has
written a starring role for himself
as the gigolo of the title, the florist
Fioravante (bilingual pun) code name,
Virgil. He has extended his creative
generosity to include lambent parts
for Woody Allen, Sharon Stone and
Sofia Vergara.

As Murray Schwartz (codename)
Daniel, the pimp in the set-up, Allen
does his trademarked nebbish
character. Stone and Vergara do
glamour as if born on glossymagazine covers.
What gives the movie its tension
is Turturro’s decision to locate his
tragi-comedy in New York’s Hassidic
community, its rigorous and enduring
morality playing against mercenary
hedonism.
The rigour, amid the occasionally
too explicit fantasy, comes from
Avigal (Vanessa Paradis), widow of
a Hassidic rabbi persuaded to visit
Virgil. He, confused by her modesty,
falls in love with her.
Turturro is too subtle a writer to
try for a happy-ever-after ending. He
casts Liev Schreiber as Dovi, a clumsy
neighbourhood guard with an eye on
Avigal. The jigsaw plot doesn’t quite
fit together. Schwartz is a dealer in
books that look rare. Fioravanti
runs what appears to be a substantial
business, elements work against the
money motive,
The denouement is indeterminate.
Hopefully this does not mean Fading
Gigolo 2, 3, 4, 5 ad infinitum although
Allen, shrewdest of pros, has been
working his nebbish character for
longer than Charlie Chaplin worked
his Little Tramp.
MHHHNFFV.

Captain America:
The Winter Soldier
The plot of this Marvel comic-book
sequel has a plethora of mayhem
and complexity involving a security
organisation SHIELD. It needed two
directors, the brothers, Anthony and
Joe Russo to keep it under control,
not always successfully
Chris Evans reprises the beefed-up
title character.
He deploys his
personal shield (which looks as if
he lifted it from his Mom’s soup
pot) against nefarious denizens who
are difficult to spot in a cast which
includes Anthony Mackie, Scarlett
Johansson, Samuel Jackson and
Robert Redford.
MHHNFFV.

Muppets Most Wanted
After being lost for years in the
Hollywood property department,
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the Muppets, led by Kermit the
Frog, returned to the screen in 2011.
James Bobin directs this sequel and
(with co-writer Nicholas Stoller)
maintains the breakneck pace of
clowns slipping on banana skins. The
plot has strong overtones of the more
ridiculous James Bond movies, that is,
the ones not based on Ian Fleming’s
thrillers.
Ricky Gervais comes on as
Dominic Badguy, an agent who
manipulates the Muppets into his plot
to steal the Crown Jewels by way of
landmark world tour, complicated
by the fact that Kermit has a mastercriminal double.
Tina Fey, as a Russki commissar,
outshines Miss Piggy; any player who
can do that has achieved more than
an Oscar.
GHHHSFFV.

Transcendence
Once upon a time a movie star
under contract might have to match
talents with a chimp (Cheeta) a dog
(Lassie) or a horse (Flikka). Now the
challenge is what used to be called
special effects and are now CGI
(Computer Generated Images).
It says a lot for the talent of
Johnny Depp that he meets the
challenge as Will Caster, a scientist
working on a project called PINN
(Physically Independent Neural
Network).
Aligned with Caster is his wife
Evelyn (Rebecca Hall) and his
associate Max Waters (Paul Bettany)
as well as another scientist Tagger
(Morgan Freeman).
Against them is an organisation
RIFT (Revolutionary Independence
of Technology). Its fiercest activist,
played by Kate Mara, leads attacks on
scientific complexes. In one of these,
Caster is shot with a uranium-tipped
bullet.
During his last days, Caster
integrates himself with PINN while
his wife sets up a vast clinic where
robot doctors effect more cures than
a myriad bulk-billing medicos.
Increasingly dubious Waters and
Tagger join forces with an FBI agent
Buchannan (Cillian Murphy). Do
Caster and PINN outwit them and
attain immortal transcendence? The
answer is in CGI. Director Wally

Pfister, writer Jack Pagler and, most
significantly, producer Christopher
Nolan use it with enough power to
pop corn.
MHHHNFFV.

Divergent
Directed by Neil Burger this
dystopian thriller, like The Hunger
Games, is essentially a transmutation
of Boys Own Adventures to Girls Bigger
and Better Adventures. Sure there are
heroes, but they play an essentially
subservient role to the heroines.
For Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence)
and Peeta (Josh Hutcherson) in The
Hunger Games, Burger in Divergent
substitutes Tris (Shailene Woodley)
and Four (Theo James).
As the dystopia’s First Lady, Kate
Winslet comes on with more than a
hint of Thatcherite power. And in
a movie with139 fast and furious
minutes of running time, she does not
once, defensively or offensively, resort
to swinging a handbag for the simple
reason that she does not carry one.
Now that’s power.
The movie’s most ingenious factor
is the choice of location: Chicago,
which has always been the most
go-ahead of American cities. Its
skyscrapers, the world’s first and its
elevated railway continue to provide
convincing futuristic backdrops.
Still to come the Divergent sequels,
Insurgent and Allegiant.
MHHHNFFV.

Wadjda
Independent movies are never
easy to shoot. Multiply the difficulties
tenfold for Haifaa Al Mansour. She
has written and directed the first
movie located in Saudi Arabia where
the cinema had been banned for more
than 30 years, women have yet to get
the vote or the right to drive a car.
The latter is the cue for Haifaa
Al Mansour’s subplot: her heroinemother, played by Reem Abdullah,
a school-teacher in the Saudi capital
Riyadh depends on a surly contract
driver to get her to and from a distant
school.
The main plot concerns her
daughter, the lively, baseball-l booted
Wadjda (Waad Mohammed). Her
wish is for a forbidden bicycle so
that she can race against her friend

Abdullah while Abdullah copes with
her husband’s search for another wife
who can give him a son.
How Wadjda achieves her wish
turns on a twist better unrevealed
here. Haifaa Al Mansour confines
the action to a single, family unit.
Occasionally there is puzzlement.
If the husband is intent on taking
another wife as he is entitled to do
under sharia law, what’s the difficulty
for an observant Muslim woman?
Possibly a widening of the focus
to include interaction with European
workers living in a compound would
have helped.
All in all the movie does provide
fascinating glimpses of daily life in
Riyadh, capital of Islam’s heartland,
created not by TE Lawrence despite
the use of Arabia in his title but by
European forces, not least Australians.
Haifaa Al Mansour always had
a possible alternative: shoot her
first movie here or in Britain,
Canada or the United States where
stricter communities replicate the
fundamental elements of the Riyadh
life-style. Australia? After taking
a degree in Literature at Cairo’s
American University, Haifaa Al
Mansour completed a master’s degree
in directing and film studies at the
University of Sydney.
PGHHHHSFFV

Young & Beautiful
(Jeune & Jolie)
Shocking the bourgeois was
once the aim of the French avant
garde. Now its rear-guard cinema
descendants, as writer/director
Francois Ozon demonstrates, use the
bourgeois to shock the rest of us, not
least through his style which seems to
say: ‘How brave am I, I’m a voyeur.’
Following the path trodden by
many, most notably Luis Bunuel in
Belle de Jour, Ozon presents a teenage
student, Isabelle, who at 17 decides
to become a call girl.
Marine Vacth plays the part,
including explicit sex scenes, with an
appropriate air of semi-detachment; it
wavers after a fateful encounter with
one of her less obnoxious clients.
Result: her mother and stepfather
learn about her alternative life-style
from police. The wrap-up includes
a meeting with the client’s wife
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(Charlotte Rampling).
The
sound
track
involves
sentimental ditties about young love.
The Spanish-born Bunuel did take
account, albeit ill-account, of religion,
most notably Catholicism. In the
milieu of his descendants, religion
doesn’t rate even a vestigial mention.
If the French have not completely
lost their taste for irony there must be
a comedy in the way the bourgeoisie
is mocked by film makers who
themselves live as bourgeois or as
quasi-bureaucrats, subsidised to make
movies on the threadbare myths that
attempt to glamorise prostitution.
There again what comedy, however
black, could outdo the reality of
that hierarch of the Ecole Nationale
d’Administration, President Francois
Hollande, whose antics outdo the
fictional Inspector Clouseau (as
played by Peter Sellers).
R18+HHNFFV.

Bad Neighbours
In the dream factories of the
company town, Hollywood, not all
products are totally original. There’s
a great deal of what is known in the
stolen-car trade as ‘rebirthing’, that is,
the cutting up and welding together
of bits from different cars to make a
new one. Director Nicholas Stoller
and scriptwriters Andrew J Cohen
and Brendan O’Brien have welded
together the Harvard Lampoon-style
fraternity house comedy and the
suburban romantic comedy.
Difficult trick? Not really. Simply
move the frat house in the ‘burbs, let
the pot smoke and the basic AngloSaxon babble rise.
The movie’s slapstick and
outrageous humour would send the
Three Stooges and the Marx Brothers
into a nursing home.
Concealed in the storyline is a
positive message about faithfulness
and family. Kindness suggest this is
what caused Zac Efron, Seth Rogan
and Lisa Kudrow to climb aboard
the garbage truck and for Rose Byrne
once again to play the exquisite
beauty cast to validate the execrable.
Physiologically American-style junk
food causes obesity, psychologically
junk movies like this one cause
grossness.
MA15+HHNFFV.

Help Religious Sisters - the unsung heroines in the Church!

T

hey smile, they heal, they teach, they comfort. Around
the globe Catholic religious sisters quietly perform their
dedicated and heroic service without remuneration and
barely even noticed by the wider world. But in order to help
others, they themselves also need to be helped, for although
they are ministering angels to so many, they themselves still
need their daily bread and a roof over their heads.

Sr Lucia a religious sister
from Italy rendering
assistance to the poor in
Ethiopia

Each year the Catholic charity Aid to the Church in Need
(ACN) supports over 9,000 religious sisters in every corner
of the globe. Many religious congregations turn to the charity
for help, not least for the formation of their precious new
vocations. While many congregations in the Western world
have few or no new vocations and even seem to be dying out,
in other parts of the world the religious communities are filled
with young and smiling faces.
ACN also helps those sisters active in the charitable apostolate,
relieving them of the daily burden of supporting themselves while
they also care for the poorest of the poor, whether in the slum
quarters of the great cities, in the vast expanses of the Amazon
rainforest, or in the remotest regions of the African Savannah.
It is vital that the indispensable work of religious sisters in Christ’s
Holy Catholic Church and throughout the missions worldwide
continues. Religious sisters are the unsung heroines in the
Church. ACN is therefore proud to help them in their efforts to
make the world a better place, even just a little.
The average grant ACN gives to support a religious sister
or novice is $300 – but whatever you can afford will be
enormously appreciated. ACN forwards the donations
directly to the religious superiors in charge of the religious
communities and congregations.

I/We enclose $................... to support the work of Religious Sisters for the poor and persecuted Church.
I enclose a cheque/money order payable to Aid to the Church in Need or please debit my Visa or Mastercard

Annals

To send your donation please fill in the coupon below.
Anyone able to help this cause and who ticks the box
below will also be sent a complimentary Vatican Rosary
blessed by Pope Francis.

Some of the young and vibrant Dominican Sisters from
Ho Chi Minh City that ACN supports

The Papal rosary designed by the Vatican
rosary makers will be sent out to all those
who assist this cause and tick this box.
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Random

thoughts on the

Train

Every day more than one million passengers travel on 2365 daily services
over the 2080 kms of railway tracks around New South Wales.
Among the one million passengers was Joe Meagher.

A STUDY IN ORIGINAL SIN
By Max Barrett
H E SAM E mean
wind that whipped
up a thousand
white horses on
Cronulla Beach had
people clutching
their hats on
Cronulla station and casting aggrieved
looks in the direction of a train already
two and a half minutes late. At the
western end of the platform, Joseph
A. Meagher was happily engaged in
a tussle to recall the Bard: “Blow,
winds, and crack your cheeks! Rage!
Blow! … Singe my white head! And …
something something …”
Crouching in the inadequate shelter
afforded by the Coca-Cola stand, Sid
Ullison (not his real name) waited.
Sid was the original unsugared pill:
pompous, petty, self-important. One
morning on the
8.05
he
had
offered Joe a
newspaper, a ploy
to shut up the
Oracle. The ploy
had misfired. This
morning was to
be evening-up
day. He would
draw Joe out
on the 2001
September
11
issue, the New
York Twin Towers
destruction that
had
shocked
the world. Any
opinions
Joe
expressed would
have to put him
off-side with half
the commuters.
He
lowered
himself into what

F

ather Max Barrett is
a Redemptorist priest now
resident in Sydney. This piece
was the eleventh in a popular
series that we ran in Annals in
2002, following the career of Joe
Meagher over quite a few train
rides. A number of readers have
asked us to re-run the series.
Annals is happy to do so and we
hope that our new readers will
enjoy Joe Meagher as much as
we did when first we ran it.
the young accountants on the 8.05
had dubbed ‘the hot seat’, and began.
“Stirring times.”
Joe gave an appraising look and a
half-smile. “Stirring times,” he echoed,
gravely.
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“I suppose that September Eleventh
will go down as one of the turning
points of history.”
“One of the turning points.”
“The Alliance of the Willing was
the only possible reply.” This was
said a shade too eagerly and, for Joe,
the penny dropped. His response was
vintage Meagher. He stood, turned,
and unleashed a musical salvo that had
Gilbert and Sullivan dancing merrily in
their graves.
“Your revels cease! Assist me, all of
you.”
Then, in his most charming tone:
“Gentles all,” he addressed his fellow
clienteles, pardon this intrusion on
your morning prayer. Our fellowtraveller here” (Joe indicated a nonetoo-pleased-looking Sidney E.) is
wondering how to rate the September
Eleventh
incident
among
the
crises
of history. Perhaps
we could pool our
thoughts.
Is
that
acceptable?”
The regulars in Joe’s
carriage had grown
accustomed to the
uncustomary since the
Meagher phenomenon
had ‘happened’ some
three or four years
earlier. They dutifully
folded their newspapers
or traded their glassy
stares for focused
attention.
“I’d like a say.” This,
from a thick-set gent
at the other end of the
carriage. “September
11 led to a second war
with Iraq. Australia sent
troops. Why the hell, I

don’t know. But at least we didn’t snub
‘em when they returned, the way we did
after Vietnam.”
An interjection of “Oh, I wouldn’t
say snubbed exactly” was met with
“Well, I don’t recall any ticker-tape
reception. Anyhow, let me finish having
my two bobs’ worth. In Iraq, our forces
were fine. But I resent our up-front role
in this Iraq dust-up. What the hell … I
mean, why? … It wasn’t our finest hour.”
As Sid Ullison had anticipated, the
subject was a divisive one. Commuters
who had for years gone into zombie
mode while commuting suddenly found
they had vocal equipment. “I agree.”
… “I thoroughly disagree.” … “Did
we have to put ourselves offside with
two hundred million Indonesians? …
“At least it got rid of Saddam Hussein.”
…”And in place of Saddam? …” …
“One good thing; it brought down
the price of petrol.” This brought on a
ten-second silence, broken by a voice
which seemed to speak for the large
majority: “That remark makes me want
to throw up.”
In Round Two, the action became
more willing, with more dynamite in
the punches. One of the womenfolk
took over. She obviously did not
enjoy her public role, but she spoke
with feeling. “I can’t for the life of me
see how a war of aggression can be
justified … Should Australia ever be
threatened, that would be different, and
I hope my country would fight to save
its identity, its freedom, … But, apart
from self-defence, I can’t see that war
ever accomplished anything other than
massive lost of life and maiming and
bitterness and poverty. And today, with
the capacity we have now to destroy
and destroy and destroy … offensive
warfare … No.”
There was sting in the counter–
punch. “Lady, have you been off the
planet these last couple of years?
September Eleven, 2001, was a huge act
of terrorism. It was aggressive, offensive
war. We are now defending ourselves
against terrorism.”
The lady was obviously not
convinced. “You may be right. On the
other hand, you may be manipulating
language. Who are the terrorists, the
aggressors? You get a different answer
in Washington from the answer you
get in Baghdad.” There were beads
of perspiration standing out on the

Time for
prayer

T

HIS is the story of
the blonde flying in a
two-seater airplane with
just the pilot. He has a
heart attack and dies. She
frantically calls out a May
Day. ‘May Day! May Day!
Help me! Help me! My pilot
had a heart attack and he’s
dead and I don’t know how
to fly. Help me! Please help
me!’ She hears a voice over
the radio saying: ‘This is Air
Traffic Control, retired Marine
fighter pilot, and I have you
loud and clear. I will talk you
through this and get you back
on the ground. I’ve had a lot
of experience with this kind
of problem. Now, just take a
deep breath. Everything will
be fine! Now give me your
height and position.’ She
says, ‘I’m 5’4’ and I support
Obama.’ ‘O.K.’ says the voice
on the radio....’Repeat after
me: Our Father, Who art in
Heaven.... ..
lady’s forehead, but she was content;
she had had her say. Joe beamed a
look of gratitude in her direction but,
like a good MC, kept himself in the
background. Round Three followed
with barely the statutory thirty-second
rest.
An occasional fellow-traveller on
the 8.05 was another lady whom Joe’s
young accountant friends had dubbed
The Stray. (Late middle age, she was
all elegance and seemed at variance
with the somewhat driven-looking
passengers about her.) She spoke
with the pleasing diction of an ABC
broadcaster.
“I suspect it was my forebears’ tea
that the Americans emptied into the
harbour at Boston, all those years ago.
But the US of A is a great nation. I
wonder, I just wonder, though, whether
they missed a golden opportunity in
the immediate aftermath of September
Eleven. I think they would have shown
greater greatness – Heavens! What
awkward language! – I think they
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would have manifested exceptional
greatness had they paused and asked:
why do people hate us to the extent
that they would do such an horrendous
thing? Why?”
A senior school pupil with a serious
expression and a prefect’s badge
chimed in. “My bit of wondering is:
why did the terrorists target the Twin
Towers in 2001? I mean, there are other
symbols of New York: the Statue of
Liberty, for instance …”
The gentleman who had folded his
copy of the Financial Review cleared
his throat and smiled. “The Statue
of Liberty is a symbol of freedom.
The Twin Towers were a symbol of
money, of financial control. National
economies can be made and unmade
from there.” He paused. “That is an
over-simplification. But will it suffice for
now?”
Sidney Ullison was looking
uncomfortable. This was not going
according to Hoyle. Best that he change
position and get with the strength. “Yes,
there’s no doubt the United States led
us up the garden path.”
A passenger left his seat. The man
in motion was one of those specimens
who seemingly had been issued with
twice the standard length of leg. The
word BRONX was emblazoned on his
T-shirt and his general build was along
the lines of Mohammed Ali. His hand
descended onto Sid’s shoulder.
“Sa-ay. Don’t gimme any ‘garden
path’ stuff. My country debated that
war. Our protesters turned out in their
tens of thousands, remember? Okay, we
lost the debate. But the Administration
knew it was more than a bunch of
starry-eyed undergrads who were
making a noise. In our country we gotta
do a re-think. And, buster, so have you.”
Each time the large man made a
point, his grip tightened on the other’s
shoulder. Joe reproached himself for
enjoying Sid’s discomfort - but his selfreproach was not unduly severe. The
man from the Bronx glowered, relaxed
his grip and resumed his seat.
Joe heard Sid’s gasp of relief and
found himself wondering about the
Biblical phrase, “the balm of Gilead”. If
the Gilead manufacturers were still in
production, their sales rep. would surely
have make a killing there and then with
a shoulder-shocked Sid Ullison.
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